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Foreword
Information and Communications Technology (ICT) – used by industries (as well as governments) to
improve productivity, efficiency, and competitiveness – is a major driver of socio-economic growth and
development in the world today. An information economy – with a reliable and affordable network and
applications – facilitates supply of domestic goods and services while promoting innovation, job creation, and export potential. A competitive ICT industry – including ICT innovation and development –
are thus especially important for less-developed countries such as Kenya.
The authors describe Kenya’s ICT status, including the large investments in ICT infrastructure such
as the four undersea fiber-optic cables which landed recently in Mombasa. ICT has recently outperformed all other sectors, with many mobile-phone- and web-based startups contributing greatly to GDP
growth.
Many ICT innovations are being commercialized in the vibrant community of over 3,000 young Kenyan ICT developers and entrepreneurs – often with help of ICT incubators – to solve local problems.
Innovations range from providing mobile financial services – which especially benefits the “unbanked”
population – to linking farmers with buyers, monitoring patients’ medications, and simply locating a
restaurant of the desired type. Two innovations that, most notably, have been exported are M-PESA
(mobile money-transfer) and Ushahidi (crowd-sourced mapping).
This technological revolution (in both mobile phones – including mobile money – and the Internet) is
transforming the lives of Kenyans, while the country is emerging as a recognized ICT leader, especially in mobile app development (on the M-PESA platform) contributing to financial inclusion. To sustain
this momentum, more locally-relevant content is needed.
Kenya’s ICT revolution – and the challenges it faces – are of course relevant for other African countries.
I hope that Silicon Kenya will be widely available to ICT businesses and investors, policy-makers, the
donor community, and academia.

Dr. Calestous Juma



Prof. of the Practice of International Development, Harvard University
Director, Science, Technology, and Globalization Project
Principal Investigator, Agricultural Innovation in Africa
Member of the Board, Belfer Center for Science and International Affairs,
Kennedy School of Government, Harvard University
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Executive Summary
A competitive ICT industry is essential for K
 enya
– the largest economy in East Africa – which has
had broad-based growth from 2003 onwards. By
maintaining macroeconomic stability and improving the efficiency of public services, the government is seeking to support diversification of
Kenya’s exports and promote them globally. To
reach its Vision 2030 targets, Kenya needs to
move to higher value-added exports.
Kenya liberalized ICT sector in 2000, leading to
a technological revolution which has stimulated
home-grown innovation, transforming Kenyans’
lives. The country has transited from 2G technology to 3G, and is now finalizing the modalities of
adopting the Long Term Evolution (LTE) technology (4G). ICT growth averaged 23% during 20002009, while ICT investment alone contributed
almost a percentage point of GDP growth. Kenya
is one of the leading countries in Africa for ICT
innovation and services, with coverage greatly expanded, bandwidth increased, quality improved,
tariffs falling, and investments and innovation up.
But Kenya is still far from universal access.

vi

business-support centers. In 2008 the Kenya Industrial Research and Development Institute
(KIRDI) and KICT Board – in collaboration with
Kamtech Associates (Indian software developers), UNIDO, and the Ministry of Industrialization – launched such an incubation service.
Sectors where ICT innovations have been developed and are being commercialized include
education, health, agriculture, tourism, and commerce (marketing and advertising). Development of e-government is also a priority.
Transfer of money via mobile phone – using Safaricom’s M-PESA, Airtel Money, Essar yuCash,
or Orange Kenya’s Iko Pesa – has risen phenomenally. Mobile-money deposits during FY2011/12
were up 38% (to US$8 billion), while subscribers
rose to 19.5 million in June 2012 (up 12% over
2011), and agents to 49,079 (up 16%). The dynamic
growth of mobile money-transfer has been supported by regulations that allow banks to employ
retail outlets to promote their services and handle transactions, which paved the way for them to
begin using M-PESA and its associated network.
M-PESA is now the most developed and successful mobile money-transfer system in the world,
allowing purchase of goods, paying bills, and
person-to-person transfers. Organizations are
even able use it to pay salaries.

To facilitate low-cost provision of ICT goods and
services – as well as establishment and growth of
business-process outsourcing (BPO) centers – the
government is promoting the development of ICT
parks and digital villages, as well as PPP projects
such as the Konza Techno City. The World Bank is
the main donor financing ICT innovation in Kenya
– as well as AfDB, which is mainly financing ICT
capacity building activities and ICT infrastructure – though there are also multinationals such as
Nokia, IBM, RIM, Samsung, Safaricom, and Zuku,
as well as venture capitalists.

The Vision 2030 ICT Innovation Awards recognize Kenyans who have commercialized ICT innovations. The International Livestock Research
Institute received the overall award in 2011 for
their mobile-based livestock insurance, while
Medisoft East Africa won in 2012 for Teleradiology
which allows remote X-ray interpretation.

Inspired by the international success of M-PESA
and Ushahidi, the Kenya ICT (KICT) Board
established an ICT Incubation Program to reduce the high rate of SME failure by creating

Major sources of funding and support for startups
are KICT’s Tandaa Grants, Digital Village Revolving Fund loans for Pasha Centers, the private Savannah Fund, and CCK’s Universal Access Fund.
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ICT innovators face many challenges in Kenya,
including inadequate infrastructure and high
costs, poor business planning, lack of skills training, insufficient financing, coping with global
competition, and IT security problems. Kenya,
with the help of development partners such as
multinational corporations – as well as AfDB, via
financing or technical assistance – must address
these challenges to sustain and build on its position as one of Africa’s top ICT hubs.
There are opportunities for AfDB to support ICT
development through further financing and technical assistance. It could finance terrestrial fiber-optic cables as well as private-sector development and KICT’s incubation program. Loans and
grants (on a PPP model) for seed funding could
be extended to other incubators. It could also

establish its own Seed-Capital Tech Fund. Technical assistance for improvement of regulations and
IT security could be helpful. Of course continued
participation in continent-wide ICT events is also
useful.
ICT has become an essential, vital part of Kenya’s
economy, contributing greatly to better governance and private-sector development. But to sustain its position as one of Africa’s top ICT hubs,
Kenya needs to address the many challenges it
faces. Besides ICT infrastructure itself, the cost
and reliability of electricity must be addressed,
transport infrastructure must be improved, and
the government must improve the business environment to attract more ICT investment and promote commercialization of innovations.
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Chapter 1 > Background
The Economic Context1

Kenya – the largest economy in East Africa and
one of the largest in sub-Saharan Africa – has had
broad-based growth from 2003 onwards, peaking
at 7% in 2007, though then falling to 1.6% in 2008,
largely because of the post-election crisis as well
as food and fuel price-hikes, poor rainfall, and the
global financial crisis. Growth rebounded to 2.6% in
2009 and 5.8% in 2010, then slowed again to 4.4% in
2011 because of fiscal and monetary efforts to fight
inflation (which reached 14%) and stabilize the shilling. Pressure from international oil and food prices eased in late 2011, and inflation came down to
9.6% (estimated) for 2012, expected to drop to 6.3%
in 2013, which will support lower interest rates and
stabilize the shilling2.
Despite good rains and falling inflation, growth
was estimated at only 4.2% in 2012, but 4.5% is predicted for 2013, rising to about 6% over the medium term. The Vision 2030 target is 10% growth,
bolstered by continued expansion in agriculture,
tourism, construction, transport, and ICT, as well as
exports to the rest of East Africa and the emerging
economies of South and East Asia, Latin America,
and Eastern Europe.
By maintaining macroeconomic stability and improving the efficiency of public services, the government is seeking to support diversification of
Kenya’s exports and promote them globally – especially services. But to reach the Vision 2030 target
– to increase youth employment and reduce poverty – Kenya needs to scale up resource mobilization,
raise efficiency and factor productivity, and move
to higher value-added exports.

1	This information is based on: AfDB, OECD, UNDP and UNECA,
2013, African Economic Outlook, AEO 2012”; AfDB, 2008,
“Kenya Country Strategy Paper (CSP) 2008-2012”; and Government of Kenya, 2012, Kenya’s “Budget Statement 2012/13”.
2	Inflation was actually only 4.1% late in the year, per the Central
Bank of Kenya, “Weekly Bulletin”, November 2, 2012.

To do this, it is seeking to improve the business
environment – for example, through financial sector reforms promoting better access to credit – and
to enhance public-private partnerships (PPP) for
infrastructure development. The Public Private
Partnership Bill – enacted in January 2013 – will
facilitate raising funds for energy, transport, and
other infrastructure projects. The current infrastructure allocation (KShs 267 billion or US$3.2
billion) is less than 9% of GDP, which needs to be
increased to 15% to meet the infrastructure levels
under Vision 2030.3 The government would like to
invest US$60 billion in infrastructure during 20132020 (including US$7.85 billion for ICT), but so far
it estimates only US$25 billion available.
Kenya is more diversified than other economies
in the region. For instance, it‘s 2009 rebound was
driven by strong performance in services and construction, as well as improvements in agriculture.
Services (led by transport, communications, and
wholesale/retail trade) – supplying 54% of GDP –
remains the largest component of Kenya‘s economy. Despite being badly affected by the post-election violence in 2008 – when output declined
– transport and communications (including telecommunications) grew on average 7.3% per year
from 2003 to 2011, and now supplies 12.4% of GDP.4
Annual ICT growth averaged 23% during 20002009, while ICT investment alone contributed
almost a percentage point of GDP growth (which
is projected to rise).5,6 Agriculture s upplies 24% of
GDP, industry 19% (of which manufacturing 11.5%).
3	“Public Private Partnerships in Kenya”, a presentation by Esther
Koimett, Investment Secretary, Kenya Ministry of Finance, at
the Konza Techno City Investment Conference, August 2012,
Nairobi.
4	Central Bank of Kenya, “Monthly Economic Review”, June 2012;
also http://www.capitalfm.co.ke
5	World Bank, “Kenya Economic Update, 3rd Edition, The Implications of Kenya’s ICT Revolution”, December 2010.
6	Of ICT subsectors (postal and courier; broadcasting; e-commerce; Internet and data; and telecommunications including
both mobile and fixed networks), we are here concerned only
with the last three.
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In the last decade manufacturing has slipped from
second largest GDP component to fourth. Tourism
has grown impressively, to one million tourist-visits in 2009, then up another 17% in the first half of
2010. In 2012 Kenya experienced significant gains
in tourism with tourist arrivals rising to 1.23 million
by August 2012.

The Opportunity Provided Kenya by ICT

Information and communications technology
(ICT) – by promoting efficiency and productivity7
– is the major driver of economic growth and development in the world today, including in Kenya.8,9
Even simple mobile phones promote economic
growth.10 ICT – via an affordable network and applications – is the foundation of a knowledge economy, which promotes innovation, job creation, and
exports. A competitive ICT industry is therefore
essential for Kenya.
Lowering costs and increasing people’s access
to ICT will reduce transaction costs and increase
business efficiency, even for small service firms in
rural areas. It will improve access to information,
helping raise educational standards and raising interest in science and public affairs – making public
officials more accountable – while equalizing opportunities both spatially and inter-generationally
and helping reduce income inequalities through
better job training.11,12,13
Kenya’s government liberalized ICT in 2000, leading to a technological revolution – a triple techno7	According to Huawei ICT, solutions provider at a Broaderway
Forum for Kenya held on the sidelines of the Cyber Security
East Africa Conference: http://www.itnewsafrica.com/2012/12/
broadband-key-to-kenyas-ict-master-plan/
8
http://tinyurl.com/ngrguardiannews
9	World Bank, “Kenya Economic Update”, 2010, and http://www.
itnewsafrica.com/2012/12/broadband-key-to-kenyas-ict-master-plan/
10	Waverman et al. (2005), Lee et al. (2009), and Qiang (2009):
http://ict4dblog.wordpress.com/2011/06/26/ict-and-economicgrowth-evidence-from-kenya/
11	Apoyo Consultoria, “Study on ICT Access Gaps in Kenya: Final
Report”, prepared for the Communications Commission of Kenya
(CCK), April 2011.
12	“Kenya Vision 2030”, Ministry of State Planning, National Development, and Vision 2030, 2003.
13	“CCK Strategic Plan, 2008-2013”, Communications Commission
of Kenya (CCK), 2008.
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logical transformation of mobile phones, mobile
money, and the Internet – which has stimulated
home-grown innovation, transforming Kenyans’
lives.14 There have since been many voice- and
web-based ICT startups.
Kenya’s ICT revolution – “Silicon Kenya” –
continues, boosted by four new fiber-optic ca
bles that came into operation recently (Map 1):
The East Africa Marine System (TEAMs) and
SEACOM both in 2009; the Eastern Africa Submarine Cable System (EASSy) in 2010; and the France
Telecom-funded Lower Indian Ocean Network 2
(Lion2) in 2012. Kenya has transitioned from 2G to
3G, and is adopting Long-Term Evolution (LTE) or
4G technology, which – with five times faster transmission – can support high-definition video conferencing. This will be a public-private partnership
(PPP) in which the government provides the necessary frequencies while the private sector meets all
deployment and operating costs. 15
Given the importance the ICT sector in Kenya’s
economy as elucidated in the Vision 2030, the
Study focuses on ICT solutions that Kenyan firms
and entrepreneurs have developed and are commercializing to drive economic growth and social
development. The aim of the Study is to analyze
the current status of Kenya’s ICT innovation and
startup culture and propose measures that would
assist to scale up the commercialization of the
innovations. The specific objectives of the study
are to:

>> provide detailed analysis of ICT innovations in
Kenya;

>> show how these innovations are being
commercialized;

>> determine challenges that ICT entrepreneurs
face;

>> show what is required to address these challenges; and

14	
World Bank, “Kenya Economic Update, 3rd Edition, The Implications of Kenya’s ICT Revolution”, December 2010.
15	http://www.itnewsafrica.com/2011/09/lion2-undersea-cable-lands-in-kenya/

Map 1> U
 ndersea fiber-optic communications cables accessing Africa,
2014

Source: http://www.flickr.com/photos/ssong/8185423437/

>> Identify ICT innovations being commercialized with potential for scaling up.

The study also identifies opportunities for AfDB to
support commercialization of ICT innovations.
In the course of undertaking this study, AfDB benefited from consultations with key Kenya government officials at the:

>> Ministry of Information and Communications;
>> Kenya ICT Board; and
>> Kenya Vision 2030 Delivery Secretariat.
Further consultations were held with other government officials, donors, multinational corporations,
ICT entrepreneurs and incubators, and other stakeholders during the Konza Techno City Investors’
Conference held in Nairobi in August 2012 and
DEMO Africa held in October 2012.
Chapter 1: Background
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The study mainly addresses the startups in the
ICT sector, bearing in mind that most of these enterprises are relatively new. This limits the depth
and extent to which the study analysis can deliver
on the impact of these innovations on the economy
and the region. However, the study does demonstrate the potential impact these startups have on
the ICT sector given the significant interest that

4
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ICT giants like Nokia, IBM, Google, Samsung, and
Microsoft among others have shown by having
regional offices and operations based in Kenya.
Already the impact of M-PESA and Ushahidi is recognized as significant in the region and worldwide
as shown in the subsequent chapters of the study.

Chapter 2 > Kenya’s ICT Infrastructure
Work towards Kenya’s Vision 2030 was initiated during 2008-2012 with a Medium Term Plan
based on economic, political, and social pillars:
accelerating annual GDP growth to 10% (to make
Kenya a middle-income country by 2030) with an
issues-based, accountable democratic political system in a cohesive society enjoying equitable development. As noted, ICT is already one of the fastest
growing sectors, and Vision 2030 prioritizes it as
a means towards improved government operations
(per its e-government strategy) as well as job creation, GDP growth, and social inclusion.

has now become a leading African ICT hub. With
increased bandwidth because of the four new undersea fiber-optic cables – and subsequent development of terrestrial cable across the country – Internet tariffs have plummeted and the number of
users skyrocketed.

Until 2005, Kenyans’ access to the Internet was
only via a costly satellite connection, but Nairobi

16	Apoyo Consultoria, “Study on ICT Access Gaps in Kenya: Final
Report”, prepared for Communications Commission of Kenya
(CCK), April 2011.

Compared to its African peers, Kenya is an ICT
leader (Table 1) – having advanced greatly since
liberalization in 2000 (Table 2) – but it still needs
to improve mobile, Internet, and broadband
services.16 Coverage is increasing – and, as a result,

Table 1> Africa’s mobile subscribers (per 100 population)
by country and year
2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

Algeria

0.3

0.3

1.4

4.5

15.1

41.5

62.9

81.3

78.5

93.6

92.4

99.0

Angola

0.2

0.5

0.9

2.3

4.6

9.8

18.0

28.3

37.6

43.7

46.7

48.4

Benin

0.9

1.9

3.2

3.3

6.2

7.8

13.4

25.3

43.4

58.5

79.9

85.3

12.6

18.6

18.4

24.3

28.2

30.1

43.3

59.8

76.0

94.6

117.8

142.8

Burkina Faso

0.2

0.6

0.9

1.8

2.9

4.5

7.0

12.3

19.5

23.9

34.7

45.3

Burundi

0.3

0.5

0.8

0.9

1.4

2.1

2.7

3.5

6.1

10.3

13.7

14.5

Cameroon

0.7

2.6

4.3

6.4

8.9

12.8

17.5

24.7

32.8

41.7

44.1

52.4

Cape Verde

4.5

7.1

9.5

11.6

14.1

17.3

22.8

31.5

57.0

59.1

75.0

79.2

Central African Rep.

0.1

0.3

0.3

1.0

1.5

2.5

2.7

4.8

5.9

15.7

22.2

25.0

Chad

0.1

0.3

0.4

0.7

1.3

2.1

4.6

8.9

15.0

20.9

25.6

31.8

Comoros

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.3

1.3

2.4

5.6

9.2

13.2

17.1

22.5

28.7

Congo

2.2

4.7

6.7

9.8

11.1

15.8

25.3

34.5

47.1

50.7

98.9

93.8

Congo (Dem. Rep.)

0.0

0.3

1.1

2.3

3.6

4.8

7.5

10.8

15.9

14.7

17.9

23.1

Côte d’Ivoire

2.9

4.3

6.0

7.3

9.4

13.0

22.2

40.0

55.0

68.1

79.0

86.4

Djibouti

0.0

0.4

2.0

3.0

4.3

5.4

5.4

8.3

13.2

14.8

18.6

21.3

Egypt

2.0

4.1

6.4

8.1

10.5

18.4

23.8

39.1

52.7

69.4

87.1

101.1

Equatorial Guinea

1.0

2.8

5.8

7.3

10.5

15.9

19.2

23.3

27.2

29.4

57.0

59.1

Eritrea

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.5

0.9

1.3

1.8

2.2

2.8

3.5

4.5

Ethiopia

0.0

0.0

0.1

0.1

0.2

0.6

1.1

1.6

2.5

5.0

8.3

16.7

Gabon

9.7

11.9

21.6

22.8

36.4

53.7

64.3

82.1

89.6

92.9

106.9

117.3

Gambia

0.4

4.1

7.3

10.5

12.0

16.5

26.1

50.3

71.3

78.1

85.5

89.0

Botswana
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Table 1> Africa’s mobile subscribers (per 100 population)
by country and year (Continued)
2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

Ghana

0.7

1.2

1.9

3.9

8.0

13.3

23.5

33.5

49.7

63.4

71.5

84.8

Guinea

0.5

0.7

1.1

1.3

1.7

2.1

NA

21.3

28.8

35.7

40.1

44.0

Guinea-Bissau

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.1

2.9

7.2

11.3

20.8

34.4

37.8

NA

26.0

Kenya

0.4

1.9

3.6

4.7

7.3

12.9

20.1

30.3

42.4

49.1

61.6

64.8

Lesotho

1.1

2.9

6.9

6.2

9.6

12.1

17.2

21.7

27.9

30.8

45.5

47.9

Liberia

0.1

0.1

0.2

1.6

3.1

5.0

8.4

16.2

23.4

28.3

39.3

49.2

Libya

0.8

0.9

1.3

2.3

8.8

34.7

66.6

74.7

120.0

152.2

171.5

155.7

Madagascar

0.4

0.9

1.0

1.7

1.9

2.9

5.7

11.7

24.7

31.2

37.2

38.3

Malawi

0.4

0.5

0.7

1.1

1.8

3.3

4.7

7.7

10.8

17.2

20.9

25.1

Mali

0.1

0.2

0.4

2.0

3.2

5.8

11.1

18.1

23.8

29.9

48.4

68.3

Mauritania

0.6

4.1

8.8

12.2

17.6

24.5

33.9

44.0

63.5

64.6

79.3

92.7

15.0

22.5

28.5

37.5

44.0

52.3

61.0

72.8

80.5

84.1

91.7

99.0

Morocco

8.1

16.4

21.0

24.7

31.0

40.8

52.1

64.6

72.8

80.0

100.1

113.3

Mozambique

0.3

0.8

1.3

2.2

3.5

7.2

11.0

14.1

19.7

26.1

30.9

32.8

Namibia

4.3

5.5

7.6

11.1

14.0

21.6

28.7

37.1

47.8

54.3

67.2

105.0

Niger

0.0

0.0

0.5

0.7

1.4

2.5

3.6

6.5

13.1

17.4

24.5

27.0

Nigeria

0.0

0.2

1.2

2.4

6.7

13.3

22.5

27.5

41.8

48.2

55.1

58.6

Rwanda

0.5

0.8

0.9

1.5

1.5

2.4

3.3

6.5

13.2

23.6

33.4

40.6

São Tomé & Príncipe

0.0

0.0

1.4

3.3

5.2

7.8

11.9

19.1

31.6

39.4

62.1

68.3

Senegal

2.6

3.1

5.5

7.6

10.6

15.9

26.7

31.6

45.7

57.0

67.1

73.3

33.0

46.1

55.5

60.3

65.8

70.4

83.4

90.9

109.2

128.6

135.9

145.7

Sierra Leone

0.3

0.6

1.5

2.4

NA

NA

NA

14.2

18.0

20.2

34.1

35.6

Somalia

1.1

1.1

1.3

2.5

6.1

6.0

6.4

6.9

7.0

7.0

6.9

6.9

18.6

23.8

29.8

36.2

44.1

71.1

82.1

86.6

91.2

93.3

100.5

126.8

Sudan

0.1

0.3

0.5

1.4

2.8

4.8

11.9

20.4

29.0

36.1

41.5

56.3

Swaziland

3.1

5.1

6.3

7.8

13.2

18.1

22.4

33.5

46.2

56.9

61.2

63.7

Tanzania

0.3

0.8

1.7

3.5

5.1

7.6

14.0

20.1

30.8

40.1

46.8

55.5

Togo

1.0

1.9

3.3

4.7

6.3

8.0

12.8

21.1

26.8

37.1

40.7

50.4

Tunisia

1.3

4.1

6.0

19.7

38.1

57.3

73.3

77.4

83.9

94.5

106.0

116.9

Uganda

0.5

1.1

1.5

2.9

4.2

4.6

6.8

13.8

27.3

29.0

38.4

48.4

Zambia

1.0

1.2

1.3

2.2

4.1

8.3

14.2

21.9

28.6

34.6

41.6

60.6

Zimbabwe

2.1

2.5

2.7

2.9

3.4

5.1

6.8

9.8

13.3

32.0

61.2

72.1

Africa

1.9

3.0

4.3

6.0

9.1

15.2

22.0

28.8

37.8

44.9

53.2

61.4

Mauritius

Seychelles

South Africa

Source: AfDB Statistics Department based on data from ITU.
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Table 2> Kenya’s ICT growth, June 2002-2012

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

0.90

1.60

2.55

4.61

6.48

9.30

12.93

17.36

20.12

25.28

29.70

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

3

4

4

4

Average mobile tariff per minute (KShs)

NA

NA

29.5

24.2

26.1

21.6

15.5

12.1

10.3

3.3

3.5

International outgoing mobile
traffic (minutes, millions)

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

129.24

195.69

220.13

641.21

505.84

0.17

3.04

7.15

10.62

17.40

19.51

3.76

10.74

23.13

42.31

49.08

35

46

51

64

75

88.72

486.85

672.30

Mobile subscriptions (millions)
Mobile licensees

Mobile money subscriptions
(millions)
Agents for mobile money
transfer service (thousands)
Mobile penetration (% of
population)

4

5

8

16

22

34

M-PESA deposits (KShs,
billions)
Surface (land) penetration (%)
Annual mobile investment
(KShs, billions) *

11

13

19

27

31

32

33

34

35

19.17

23.66

28.92

38.67

44.60

21.22

29.44

40.26

27.13

34.59

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

1.82

3.10

4.26

7.74

Estimated Internet users
(millions)

0.20

0.40

1.00

1.05

2.77

2.87

3.04

3.65

7.83

12.54

14.03

Licensed Internet service
providers **

72

76

58

59

72

83

108

17

58

80

105

International Internet bandwidth (Mbps, thousands)

NA

NA

NA

0.22

0.17

0.52

1.12

2.75

79.36

305.18

574.70

Fixed network subscriptions
(thousands)

331.7

328.4

299.2

278.9

293.4

347.2

527.1

696.5

460.1

379.3

262.8

International outgoing
fixed-network traffic (minutes,
millions)

NA

26.50

29.70

42.56

46.96

27.36

15.58

14.47

14.76

11.46

20.06

Licensed postal and courier
operators

NA

63

74

90

105

134

148

164

159

176

190

Internet subscriptions
(millions)

Source: Kenya Ministry of Information and Communications, “Brief on the performance of the ICT sector in the last 10 years”, October 2012.
Notes: * Includes investments in Telkom’s fixed network after 2008; ** The Commission merged some licenses in 2008; NA = not available.
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Figure 1> Number of fixed network
subscriptions, June 2002-2012
Thousands
800

Figure 3> Mobile subscriptions and
penetration (% of population), June
2002-12
Mobile penetration (%)
Number of Mobile subscriptions (millions)

Percent

29.70

80

700

25.28

70

600

60

500

17.36 20.12

50

400

9.30 12.93

40

300

30

200

4.61

20

100

10

0
2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012

Source: Kenya, Ministry of Information and Communications, Brief on
the Performance of the ICT Sector in the last 10 years, October, 2012.

Figure 2> Annual mobile investment
(million KShs), June 2002-2012

0.90

2003 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012

Source: Kenya, Ministry of Information and Communications, Brief on
the Performance of the ICT Sector in the last 10 years, October, 2012.

Table 3> Mobile subscriptions by type,
2011-2012

Prepaid

45

Post-paid

40

Total

35

2.55

0

Millions
50

1.60

6.48

June 2011

June 2012

change

25,048,774

29,430,072

17.50%

230,994

273,367

18.30%

25,279,768

29,703,439

17.50%

Source: CCK, Quarterly Sector Statistics Reports, April-June 2011/12.

30
25
20
15
10
5
2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011

Source: Kenya Ministry of Information and Communications, “Brief on
the performance of the ICT sector in the last 10 years”, October 2012.

fixed telephone subscriptions are plunging (Figure
1) – but Kenya is still far from universal access.

Mobile (Voice) Service

Access to mobile phones is much higher than
access to Internet. Due to substantial investment
(Figure 2) leading to increasing coverage, product innovation, and improvements in quality – as
well as competitive tariffs and special offers and
promotions – Kenya’s mobile subscribers rose
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from 1.59 million in 2003 to 9.30 million in 2007
and 29.7 million in 2012 (75% of the population,
Figure 3). 17
The market is dominated by prepaid subscribers
(99% of the total), but post-paid grew slightly faster (18.3%) from 2011 to 2012 (Table 3).

17 CCK, Quarterly Sector Statistics Reports, April-June 2012.

Table 4> Mobile subscribers, agents,
and voice traffic, by operator, June
2012

Safaricom

Subscribers

Agents

Voice traffic
FY2011/12
(minutes,
millions)

Figure 5> Mobile tariffs per minute
(KShs), June 2004-2012

35
30

19,006,980

40,000

21,753.03

25

Airtel Networks

4,914,060

6,000

2,930.05

20

Essar Telecom

2,659,650

3,000

2,066.67

Telkom-Orange

3,122,750

*

206.46

Source: CCK, Quarterly Sector Statistics Reports, April-June 2011/12.

Figure 4> Mobile subscribers, agents,
and voice traffic, by operator, June
2012
Thousands

Safaricom

Airtel

15
10
5
0
2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

Source: Kenya Ministry of Information and Communications, “Brief on
the performance of the ICT sector in the last 10 years”, October 2012.

Essar

45

Figure 6> Internet users and
penetration (% of population),
2010-2011

40
35
30
25
20

Percent

15

45

10

40

5

35

0

30
Subsribers
(thousands) 2012

Money agents 2012

Voice traffic 2012
minutes (millions)

Source: CCK, Quarterly Sector Statistics Reports 4Q Oct-Dec 2011/12.
Note: Agents indicated for Essar includes those of Telkom-Orange.

25

Population with internet access (%)
Internet users (millions)
16.20
14.30

14.60

Sep−11

Sep−12

12.54

8.88

20
15
10
5
0
Dec−10

Jun−11

Dec−12

Source: CCK, Quarterly Sector Statistics Reports, Oct-Dec 2012.

Kenya has four mobile service operators (Table
4 and Figure 4): Airtel Networks (since 1999),
Safaricom (2000), Essar Telecom (2009), and
Telkom-Orange (2010). Safaricom leads with
64% of subscribers, followed by Airtel (16.5%),
Telkom-Orange (10.5%), and Essar (9.0%).
Competition among the four operators has driven down tariffs from the high levels of Kshs 29.5
per minute in 2004 to Kshs 3.5 per minute in 2012
(Figure 5). This has also led to increased use of

mobile telephony in the country as well as rising
number of mobile subscribers as costs become
affordable to the majority of the population.

Internet (Data) Service

The number of Internet users has risen from 1.05
million in 2005 to an estimated 16.24 million (41%
of the population) in 2012 (Figure 6).
Similarly, Internet subscriptions have risen from
0.41 million in 2008 to 9.50 million in December
Chapter 2: Kenya’s ICT Infrastructure
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Table 5> Internet subscriptions by
type, 2010-2012

Figure 7> Mobile Internet subscribers
and market share by operator, June
2012

12/2012

Change (%)

9,406,843

75.0

Terrestrial
wireless

13,059

23,814

82.4

Fixed DSL
Internet

11,016

10,807

-1.9

Fixed fiber-optic

22,467

54,400

142.1

40

Satellite
Total Internet
Fixed cablemodem
Total Internet
users

Mobile Data/Internet Subscriptions by Operator Dec−12
Mobile Data/Internet Subscriptions by Operator Market Share (%)

80
70
60
50

811

684

-15.7

30

5,423,428

9,496,573

75.1

20

25

25

0.0

10

8,936,165

16,236,583,

81.7

0

Source: CCK, Quarterly Sector Statistics Reports Oct-Dec 2012

Safaricom

Airtel

Telecom (Orange)

Essar

Source: CCK, Quarterly Sector Statistics Reports, Oct-Dec 2012.

2012 (Table 5).18 This steep rise is attributable to
the landing of submarine cables in Kenya since
2009 and the subsequent roll out of terrestrial
cable across the country.

Table 6> Mobile Internet subscribers
and market share, by operator,
December 2012

As with mobile services, Safaricom has by far the
largest market share - 72.6% (Table 6 and Figure 7),
up from 66.2% share in September 2012, followed
by Airtel – 11.7%, dropping from 15.1% in September
2012.
The number of broadband subscribers increased
49% from 88,575 in 2010 to 131,829 in 2011 (Figure 8)
– 2.14% of total Internet subscribers. This is estimated to have significantly increased to 1.03 million in
December 2012.19,20

Total

International bandwidth has risen from 1,421 Mbps
in 2008 and 18,991 Mbps in 2009 – before the four
undersea fiber-optic cables landed – to 305,174
Mbps in 2010 and then 574,704 Mbps in 2011 (Table
7 and Figures 9 and 10). This further increased to
906,186 Mbps in December 2012, representing an
annual increase of 108.1% over the 2011 level showing the contribution of the EASSY and LION2 undersea fibre cables to this expansion.
18 CCK, Quarterly Sector Statistics Reports, July-September 2012.
19	Broadband is defined as speeds greater than or equal to 256
Kbps in one or both directions.
20 CCK, Quarterly Sector Statistics Reports, July-September 2012.
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Millions/
Percent

12/2011
5,376,050

Mobile
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Subscribers

Market
share

Safaricom

6,830,796

72.6%

Airtel Networks

1,095,945

11.7%

Telkom-Orange

853,962

9.1%

Essar Telecom

626,140

6.7%

9,406,843

100.0%

Source: CCK, Quarterly Sector Statistics Reports, Oct-Dec 2012.

Figure 8> Broadband subscriptions,
2010-12
Thousands
12
10
8
6
4
2
0
Dec−10

Mar−11

Jun−11

Sep−11

Dec−11

Sep−12

Dec−12

Source: CCK, Quarterly Sector Statistics Reports, Oct-Dec 2011.

Table 7> International bandwidth (Mbps), by cable, 2011-12

Sept 2011

June 2012

Sept 2012

Dec 2012

Change (Sept
2011-Sept
2012 (%)

Seacom

210,000

308,224

310,000

640,000

204.8

EASSY

122,880

122,880

122,880

122,880

0.0

TEAMS

101,990

101,990

101,990

101,990

0.0

-

40,960

40,960

40,960

-

VSAT

649.78

650

355.8

355.8

-45.2

Total

435,520

574,704

576,186

906,186

108.1

Lion2

Source: CCK, Quarterly Sector Statistics Reports, Oct-Dec 2012.

Figure 9> International bandwidth
(Mbps, thousands), June 2002-2012

Figure 10> International bandwidth
(Mbps), by provider, June 2011-2012
Percent
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Source: Kenya Ministry of Information and Communications, “Brief on
the performance of the ICT sector in the last 10 years”, October 2012.

SEACOM

EASSY

TEAMS

Lion 2

26%
54%

40%

21%

34%

18%
7%

2011

2012

Source: CCK, Quarterly Sector Statistics Reports, Oct-Dec 2011.
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Chapter 3 > Public, Private, and PPP ICT Projects
In 2007 the Kenya ICT Board (KICT) was established with government mandate to:21

More specifically, KICT will focus (among other
things) on (also Box 1):

>> increase ICT access in order to bridge the dig-

>> developing infrastructure including next-

>>
>>

>>

>>
>>

ital divide by identifying or developing and
supporting ICT communities and developing
nationwide grassroots awareness;
advise the government on development and
promotion of ICT industries;
accelerate the development of ICT skills in
higher education and nationally, providing
government and other stakeholders with skills
(capacity-building);
market Kenya as an ICT destination (both
locally and globally), especially promoting
business process outsourcing (BPO) and
offshoring;
become the principle partner in digitization of
government (e-government); and
fund and manage (coordinate, direct, and implement) ICT projects, including development
of a world-class technology park.

KICT’s Connected Kenya National ICT Master
Plan 2012-17: Inclusion, Innovation, Beyond Broadband – which envisions Kenya as Africa’s most
globally-respected knowledge economy, an ICT
hub with public ICT services for every citizen – has
three strategic pillars:

>> positioning Kenya with political and diplomatic initiatives to promote local innovation;

>> deploying an integrated, open, secure national
>>

ICT network with emphasis on inclusion of all
citizens; and
integrating public ICT investment to enable best practice in shared public services
(e-government).

21 http://www.ict.go.ke/
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>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>

generation super-broadband, enhanced
National Optical Fibre Backbone Infrastructure (NOFBI), and Konza Techno City (more
below);
marketing Kenya as a BPO center and ICT hub
under the slogan doIT in Kenya;
developing national incubators for training
and mentoring ICT startups (Chapters 4 and 5);
supporting entrepreneurs financially (Tandaa
Grants, Chapter 9);
providing nationwide ICT access for at least
80% of households (Pasha Villages, Chapter 9);
improving curricula and credentialing students; as well as
facilitating a Ministry of Labor skills audit;
promoting development of local content;
Chipuka certifying software;
developing thematic super-networks (e.g., in
health, agriculture, education, financial services, and marketing); and
creating shared service centers for citizens.

It is envisioned that by 2017 at least 500 new
medium-sized ICT companies (the size of Seven
Seas Technologies) – plus 20 multinational companies (the first possibly being Ushahidi, Chapter
6) – will have been created (providing 50,000 new
jobs), and ICT will contribute about 25% of GDP.
In 2011 KICT and the Kenya Vision 2030 Delivery
Secretariat inaugurated Vision 2030 ICT Innovation
Awards (Chapter 8).
The African Development Bank has supported
many recent projects contributing to Kenyan ICT
development.

Box 1> KICT Projects

The East African Marine System (TEAMs):
4,500 km of undersea fiber-optic cable completed in 2009 – plus 5,500 km of terrestrial
fiber-optic cable covering most of the country
– provides reliable and affordable high-capacity bandwidth. Internet tariffs consequently fell
80% from 2009 to 2010.

• a geographic information system (GIS);
• digitization of the Kenya National Archives;
•	an integrated population registration
system (IPRS); and
•	a pensions management information
system (PMIS); as well as
• electronic banking systems.

The Kenya Transparency Communications
Infrastructure Program: aims to ensure
equity in provision of ICT services via:
•	establishment of digital villages at constituency level to develop information-technology-enabled services (ITES) and BPO
centers, facilitate online delivery of services, and improve data collection; and
•	a bandwidth subsidy directed to colleges,
universities, and BPO centers as well as
social and government institutions to support use of ICT (including content development and digitization of data).

Information and Content Development:
developing new business opportunities in
creating, protecting, delivering, and accessing
digital content.

The Chipuka Project (in cooperation with
Carnegie Mellon University): starting in
October 2013 will provide a credentialing examination that employers can use to identify
qualified software developers.22
Data/Recovery Center: a government data
center providing database storage, which
also plans to establish a network- (carrier-)
neutral data center to provide world-class
services to both government and the private
sector.

E-government: promotes productivity in the
public sector and more efficient delivery of
information and services, to empower citizens
and encourage their participation in government, services include:
• business licensing;
• reporting corruption;
• submission of tax returns;
• recording land ownership;
• application for public service jobs;
• application for IDs and passports; and
•	posting of exam results and candidate
selection.
Other e-government projects include:
• county connectivity;
• an interactive voice-response system;
•	community learning information centers;
and
• a unified government messaging system.

Integrated Financial Management Information
Systems: will improve governance by developing:
• e-voting;
• a company registry;
• a land registry system;
• digitized court recording;
22 World Bank, 2010.
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The East African Submarine Cable System
(EASSy) – a multinational project sponsored by
25 telecommunications operators which cost
US$235 million (of which AfDB provided US$14.5
million), started in 2008, and landed in Kenya
in 2010 – connects 250 million Africans in 8
coastal countries (via 10,000 kilometers of highquality fiber-optic undersea cable) plus 13 landlocked countries (via terrestrial cables). 23 AfDB
also provided technical assistance for project
preparation through the NEPAD Infrastructure
Project Preparation Facility and the Fund for
African Private Sector Assistance. The system
connects Eastern and Southern African markets
with networks in Europe, Asia, and the Americas,
while fostering expansion of inter-Africa trade
and regional integration, facilitated by lower costs
and better communication. Wholesale bandwidth
tariffs in Tanzania fell at least 60% within 6
months, while international bandwidth utilization
increased 150%. Tariffs in Kenya fell 90% while
utilization increased 200%. 24
In 2008 – to increase capacity and upgrade
and modernize training and learning in public
institutions while enhancing quality, relevance,
and equity – AfDB loaned US$37 million to Kenya
to help finance Technical Industrial Vocational
Entrepreneurship Training (TIVET), specifically to

>> develop a national skills training strategy;
>> establish TIVET centers of excellence;
>> create industrial incubators;
>> enhance skills for computer integration (auto>>
>>
>>

mation) in industry;
provide equipment to polytechnics to enable
them to offer degree-level courses;
enhance transitions from primary and secondary schools to TIVET; and
develop a bursary awards program.

23	
Coastal countries connected: Sudan, Djibouti, Somalia, Kenya,
Tanzania, Mozambique, South Africa, and Madagascar; landlocked: Botswana, Burundi, Central African Republic, DRC, Chad,
Ethiopia, Lesotho, Malawi, Rwanda, Swaziland, Uganda, Zambia,
and Zimbabwe.
24 http://www.afdb.org/en/news-and-events/article/east-africansubmarine-cable-system-reaches-financial-close-the-african-development-bank-signs-loans-for-the-eassy-cable-project-4051/
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AfDB also loaned KShs 16 billion for the Thwake
Water Supply and Sanitation project to provide
clean water – for 2 million people in 550 km2 in
Makueni and Kitui counties as well as in Konza
Techno City in Machakos County – while providing
irrigation water via canals and off-take facilities,
generating 20MW of hydro-power, and providing
water-borne sewage facilities for the towns of Wote,
Kathonzweni, Makindu, Kibwezi, and Mtito-Andei
as well as Konza Techno City. 25
In line with Kenya’s Vision 2030 priorities and
the human-resource aspirations of East Africa
Community integration, in late 2012 AfDB
authorized a loan of US$47 million for Support to
the Enhancement of Quality and Relevance in Higher
Education, Science, and Technology, investing in
equipment and staff training to provide ICT skills
needed in the changing labor market for over
12,000 students. 26
This project will contribute to supporting Kenya’s surging demand for quality higher education, science and technology (HEST) training
and skills development. Improving the teaching and learning environment for engineering
and science programs requires significant capital investment especially for equipment and staff
training, which the government and other development partners are not able to meet at present.
The project will address this concern as it assist
Kenya to accelerate skill and knowledge creation
through investments in education system, which
will also promote a culture of innovation and
entrepreneurship.
The World Bank is one of the main donor financing
ICT innovation in Kenya – as well as the African
Development Bank – though there are also a host
of private multinationals, such as Nokia, IBM, RIM
(Research in Motion, maker of the Blackberry),
25 http://www.ict.go.ke/index.php/doitinkenya/kenya-ict-news/513-president-kibaki-officiates-at-konza-ground-breaking
26 http://www.afdb.org/en/news-and-events/article/afdb-invests-in-kenyas-young-innovators-10153/

Samsung, Safaricom, and Zuku, as well as venture
capitalists. The major beneficiaries of financing
are university students or recent graduates.
The World Bank has funded development of
software that enables citizens to monitor how
grants given to government institutions or other
organizations are used. It loaned the Kenya
Transparency and Communications Infrastruc
ture Project KShs 8 billion for infrastructure
expansion and development of rural ICT centers,
and provided KShs 4.57 billion for the government
to scale up digital inclusion, content development,
e-government, and shared services, expanding
the Kenya Open Data Initiative and the Integrated
Financial Management Information System. It
also provided the Tandaa Digital Grant (KShs
7.5 billion) to motivate local software developers
(Chapter 9).
Nokia is establishing a regional research and development center in Nairobi focusing on supporting software developers and development of
applications for Nokia’s African market. In 2012
KICT and Nokia announced collaboration to build
the technical and business skills of Kenyan mobile
startups, training more than 200 local university
students annually, while working with innovation
hubs and ICT companies. Nokia will also support

the government by developing applications such
as Nokia Data Gathering. 27
In 2012 IBM East Africa opened the first African
IBM Research Lab – at Catholic University of Eastern Africa, Nairobi – to drive innovation and help
market Kenya as a modern services economy. IBM
and KICT – each contributing US$10 million over
five years – will jointly manage the lab and determine the research agenda, with strong emphasis
on solving African problems, contributing to cutting-edge mobile-money technology, and creating
high-value jobs. While KICT facilitates establishment of the lab, and the projects – in software certification, open data, enterprise incubation, and
support for public-sector digitization – will complement its work, IBM will operate the lab and provide senior specialists and intellectual property. 28
Import duties on ICT hardware have mostly been
eliminated to facilitate universal access to affordable ICT services. Kenya is also promoting PPP projects to enhance ICT innovation and access (Box 2
and Konza Techno City that follows).
27	http://www.ict.go.ke/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=487:nokia-and-kenya-government-in-ict-capacity-building-partnership&catid=138:partnerships&Itemid=535
28	http://www.ict.go.ke/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=462:kenya-becomes-the-first-african-beneficiary-of-ibm-research-lab&catid=110:bpo&Itemid=386

Box 2> Public-Private Partnership (PPP) Projects
Rural ICT Enterprises: to provide the rural
population affordable access to basic and diverse ICT services at constituency level, KICT is
facilitating the marketing of locally-assembled
PCs and peripherals and promoting rural SMEs.
Madaraka PC Project: in collaboration with
Jomo Kenyatta University of Agriculture and
Technology, the University of Nairobi, Kenya
College of Communications Technology, and
Strathmore University, low-cost PCs will be assembled and provided, along with software, in
an incubator environment where ICT products
can be further developed and manufactured.

Multimedia Technology Parks: will facilitate
development of more ICT enterprises in the
Athi River Export Processing Zone.
ICT Software: The government is negotiating
with software providers to reduce tariffs, while
also encouraging multinationals such as Microsoft and Oracle to offer development tools,
training, certification, and marketing support
to local software developers, from whom at
least 50% of government software is to be
procured.

Chapter 3: Public, Private, and PPP ICT Projects
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Box 3> Estimated Cost of Building Konza Techno City
Phase 1 (years 1-5), the first section of the
techno park, some central business district
and residential: infrastructure $1 B; development $1.3 B, of which techno park $200 M,
central business district $125 M, residential
$975 M.
Phase 2 (years 6-10), university and more
techno park, central business district, and residential: infrastructure $400 M; development
$ 1.3 B, of which techno park $300 M, central
business district $100 M, residential $850 M,
university $50 M.
Phase 3 (years 11-15), more techno ark
and residential, completed central business
district, science park: infrastructure $600 M;
development $1.5 B, of which techno park

$400 M, central business district $300 M,
residential $700 M, science park $100 M.
Phase 4 (years 16-20), techno park, science
park, and residential completed: infrastructure
$150 M; development $800 M, of which techno park $450 M, residential $250 M, science
park $100 M.
Total infrastructure: $2.1 B, of which $1.9 B
onsite, $200 M offsite.
Real estate development: $4.8 B
Total project cost: $6.9 B

Source: http://www.konzacity.co.ke/?p=2530 (posted 7 June 2012)

Konza Techno City Investors’ Conference whose
theme was “Creating investment opportunities to
enable Kenya to become a middle-income country
by 2030,” was organized by the Kenyan Government to popularize the initiative for developing
a smart city. 29 This was conducted concurrently with an information technology exhibition by
about 24 exhibitors, both local and international.
These exhibitors included Techno Brain Kenya30
and other innovators drawn from local universities, Technical Training Institutes, Individual innovators, Government agencies and international
institutions based in Kenya. The conference was
attended by about 500 delegates discussed issues related to the best international smart cities
29	The AfDB participated in the Konza Techno City Investors’ Conference held 7-9 August 2012, which provided an opportunity
for AfDB to learn from the experiences of high-level participants from government agencies, academia, and the private
sector, including (not least) ICT innovators in Kenya.
30	https://www.technobraingroup.com/default.aspx - Techno Brain
offers innovative software solutions to Government, NGO, and
large Private organizations. It operates in Tanzania, Ethiopia,
India, Kenya, Malawi, Mozambique, Rwanda, South Africa,
UAE, Uganda, USA, and Zambia , Techno Brain provides custom
software application and IT Products to clients across the globe.
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concepts, financing models of and planning for
smart cities, best practices and building the Konza
investment road map amongst other issues. 31
Situated on 5,000 hectares 60 kilometers from
Nairobi (Map 2), Konza Techno City (“Silicon
Savannah”) – launched in January 2013 under the
Konza Technopolis Development Authority – is
a 20-year project (to be developed in four 5-year
phases) expected to cost US$7 billion ($2 billion
for infrastructure, $5 billion for site development,
Box 3). Modeled on Silicon Valley in Northern
California (USA), it will create 200,000 ITES-BPO
jobs in a world-class tech park, with an adjoining
business and science park, a university, and residential housing, plus a central business district
with a landmark shopping mall which will house
major retailers, office blocks, hotels of international standard, a small stadium, concert halls, and
31	http://bonifacemanyala.blogspot.com/2012/08/konza-techno-city-investors-conference.html#!/2012/08/konza-techno-city-investors-conference.html; and http://www.ist-africa.
org/home/default.asp?page=doc-by-id&docid=6063

The conference was opened by Vice President Kalonzo Musyoka.

The Konza Techno City Investors Conference was held at Kenyatta
International Conference Centre in Nairobi from August 7 - 9, 2012.
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Map 2> L
 ocation of Konza Techno City

sports facilities. It is designed to promote Kenya’s ICT industry by attracting innovative thinkers, entrepreneurs, and multinationals looking for
low-cost high-quality outsourcing. The commercial engine will be the BPO Techno Park – a cluster of technology businesses, financial-service
firms, and related enterprises – centered in the
state-of-the-art business and science park. HR&A
Advisors – a New York-based real estate, economic-
development, and energy-efficiency consulting
firm – has been contracted as the master developer.
Konza Techno Park is expected to create 80,000 jobs
in the first four years, with more than 250 investors
lined up including IT innovation centers, banking,
real estate, and hospitality interests, local hospitals, and local and international universities, both
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public and private. 32 Investors prepared to start
immediately include the local firms Safaricom,
Wananchi Online, Nairobi Hospital, Kari, Kemri,
University of Nairobi, Multi Media University, and
Jomo Kenyatta University of Technology, plus Huawei Technologies (China), Samsung (Korea), and
Telemac (USA).
Other investors that have expressed interest
include Craft Silicon (Kenya), Research in Motion
(Canada), Toyota (Japan), Telemax Technology
(Taiwan), Shapoorji Pallonji Group and Dhanush
Infotech (India); and Google, Boeing, and Fedex
(USA).33
32	http://www.ict.go.ke/index.php/doitinkenya/kenya-ict-news/513-president-kibaki-officiates-at-konza-ground-breaking
33	http://www.ict.go.ke/index.php/doitinkenya/kenya-ict-news/513-president-kibaki-officiates-at-konza-ground-breaking

Aerial view of Konza Techno City Phase 1

Artist’s impression of proposed Konza Techno Park
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Chapter 4 > ICT Incubation
An “incubator” is a facility designed to assist businesses become established and profitable by helping both individuals who lack the business skills or
capital to get started – but have an i nnovative idea
– and even existing businesses that need a boost to
grow. In collaboration with the private sector (using a PPP model), KICT’s ICT Incubation Program
aims to reduce the high rate of SME failure by having national incubators, selected competitively by
KICT, support emerging ICT businesses in developing locally-relevant content and becoming commercially successful, by:

>> providing affordable office space;
>> sharing ICT knowledge;
>> building ICT capacity in the broader business
community;

>> creating linkages with strategic partners;
>> attracting foreign investment; and
>> generating funds to support their own
expansion.

As mentioned above, Kenya’s universities (including Strathmore University privately-funded
@iLabAfrica) act as incubators, but many of the

more than 3,000 mobile and web-based software
developers in Nairobi operate from incubator
iHub (including mLab and NaiLab). 34
iHub (Box 4), a co-working space established in
2010 by Erik Hersman – who is also a partner in
the Savannah Fund (Chapter 9) providing seed
capital for startups – not only provides a place for
ICT innovators to exchange ideas but also mentoring as well as its own research department,
mLab, with space for startups developing mobile
applications. 35 iHub also provides networking
with local and international business and technology experts. Ushahidi (Chapter 6) provides
the space, while Zuku provides 20 Mbps Internet
connectivity, Wazi WIFI installed free WIFI, and
other funding comes from the Omidyar Network
and Hivos. 36

34 http://www.capitalfm.co.ke
35 mLab is a consortium of four organizations whose objective
is to be a leader in identifying, nurturing and helping to build
sustainable enterprises in the knowledge economy - eMobilis,
World Wide Web Foundation,The University of Nairobi, and the
iHub. Available at www.mlab.co.ke
36 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IHub

Box 4> iHub, a Space for Ideas
Ushahidi began in 2008 in the small Nairobi
developer-community, meeting in cafes and
conference rooms. This led to establishment
of iHub, now with broadband and more than
5,000 members, their status indicated by
color. Most members are “white” – constituting a virtual community, with access to
information and conversations, but not the
physical space – while about 250 “green”
members have access to the space, but must
renew their membership every year. The 10

“red” members pay US$100 per month (for
up to six months) for their own office. iHub
organizes conferences and workshops around
notable people and the companies working
there. It also hosts mLab (for mobile specialists) and Nailab (for social entrepreneurs,
more below).

Source: http://thenextweb.com/africa/2012/02/05/learning-from-kenya-mobile-money-transfer-and-co-working-spaces/
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iHub on Ngong Road, Nairobi is housing the budding ICT Incubators

iHub provides space for local ICT innovators to get together and exchange ideas
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NaiLab – launched in Nairobi in 2011 (in partnership with the crowd-funding platform 1%CLUB
and consultancy firm Accenture) – uses fast Internet connections and focuses on web and mobile social-media applications (that might interest,
for example, farmers, health workers, teachers, or
minibus drivers). It has provided business coaching (mentoring) to 100 startups at a time, of which
the 10 most promising were also provided workspace. In January 2013 it won (amongst 16 bidders)
a KICT-funded competitive 3-year incubator contract (under a PPP model) worth US$1.6 million
to provide affordable facilities and services, business counseling (including business and technical
skills-training), access to SME finance, and better
linkages with both the academic community and

industry, to at least 30 ICT startups (less than
5-years old) on-site, and another 100 virtually. 37
In 2008 the Kenya Industrial Research and Development Institute (KIRDI) and KICT – in collaboration with Kamtech Associates (Indian software
developers), UNIDO, and the Ministry of Industrialization – launched an incubation service to
transfer software development business skills
from India to Kenya and create 100 SME startups within two years. 38 It takes in 25 university
ICT graduates quarterly (Box 5) for the year-long
program. 39
37	http://www.ict.go.ke/index.php/kictb-in-the-news/514-government-extends16m-support-for-ict-start-up-businesses
38 http://www.kenya.ictincubation.com/News.aspx
39 http://www.kirdi.go.ke/

Box 5> KIRDI ICT Incubation Program
Budding entrepreneurs get 2 weeks orientation, 2 weeks entrepreneurial training, 2
weeks startup business management, and 2
weeks real-time business training – all offered
in Kenya by Kamtech – followed by 4 weeks at
Kamtech’s KPO (knowledge-process outsourcing) Park in India to experience real-life project
implementation (including engineering training), then 8 weeks live project training. During
a further 2 weeks business development
training they finalize their business plan. KIRDI
and Kamtech then provide common facilities
and marketing assistance for the remainder
of the year. The service facilitates financing,
advises on patents, and encourages networking and commercial partnerships both among
the trainees and with business professionals
regionally and internationally.
Of the first batch of potential entrepreneurs,
84% successfully completed training, and
72% were ready to launch their businesses.
In a nationwide business plan competition
organized by the Ministry of Youth Affairs and
Enablis Entrepreneurial Network East Africa,
Source: http://www.kirdi.go.ke/Centers/ICTCenter/ICTIncubation.aspx
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one member of the second batch of trainees,
Ernest Jura, was awarded first prize (KShs 1
million and a laptop computer) for his product
Collabmed which assists private-practice doctors manage medical records, finances, and
appointments (sending patients automated
reminders); enables doctors treating the same
patient to quickly, easily, confidentially, and
securely share treatment notes; and provides
access to medical journal articles selected for
relevance.
Another trainee, James Muriki, developed his
Fleet Real-time Tracking and Security System
in which GPS units installed on vehicles connect via GPRS and GSM technology to show
their locations in real-time. Among members
of the third batch of trainees, two were
sponsored by Kamtech for the India Soft 2010
International Conference and Exhibition in
Jaipur, Rajasthan. The next chapter describes
more of the KIRDI-Kamtech trainees’ innovations.

Chapter 5 > ICT Innovations Developed in Kenya
As demonstrated by its ICT firms competing internationally, Kenya has emerged as an innovator in
development of financial mobile apps (M-PESA)
and crowd-sourced websites (Ushahidi). But most
Kenyan ICT firms are coming up with solutions
to local problems. Sectors where ICT innovations
have been developed and are being commercialized in Kenya include education, health, agriculture, tourism, and commerce (marketing and advertising). It is important to note that most of these
innovations are relatively new, with M-PESA being
launched in 2007 and Ushahidi in 2008
Many KIRDI-Kamtech trainee-entrepreneurs have
already launched ICT businesses. Besides those already described are:40
Makau Junction (developed by David O. Ajowi and
Lawrence S. Were) is an online platform providing
cost-effective real-estate classified advertising, including listings for properties and brokers as well
as (for example) building-material suppliers.
RealCRM Software (developed by Patroba M.
Nyaribo) is comprehensive customer-relationship
management software also designed for the real
estate sector.
Biashara BPO (developed by Anne F.A. Ater, Bernard O. Otieno, Edward M. Wangila, and Martin
O. Orembo) has established 50 BPO positions for
young people good in spoken English. It in turn
outsources non-core services while focusing itself
on data-center and virtual-server facilities, including storage, archiving, and backup-restore.
Rural DIC (developed by Kariuki E. Njuguna) is a
digital information center in the rural town of Kenol, providing access to low-wage employees to
keep costs down and the service competitive.
40 http://www.kenya.ictincubation.com/News.aspx

LnFQuick (developed by Wilson O. Opondo) is a
lost-and-found system registering found items, collecting them in centralized locations, and messaging owners where to collect them.
Axis Travel & Tourism (developed by Peter
Shitote) – with sections for leisure travel, local

entertainment (including music), and directory
information – provides a full range of services to
individual and corporate clients, including reservations for lodging, rental cars, and airline or rail
passage; pre-arranged tours and custom packages;
and recommendations for hotels, resorts, inns, and
travel guides.
Domain Registration & Web Hosting (developed
by Daniel M. Mburu) provides IT support and custom software.
Gwiji (developed by Andrew Mwaura and Dominique Mutai) is an e-learning forum for students and
teachers.
HR Solutions & Payroll Systems (developed by
Moses O. Boyyce and David Ajowi) provides fast,
efficient, user-friendly human-resource software
(running on any Windows operating system) targeted at tourism and retail.
E-farm (developed by Gordon O. Otieno and Norah
M. Inganji) is a knowledge-management system
and information-exchange platform for those involved in agriculture.
MAPS (developed by Patroba M. Nyaribo) manages inquiries, purchase orders, sales contracts,
pro-forma invoices, payments, packing lists for
multiple orders, deliveries, financial accounts, and
logistics for international trade.
Orange HR Management System (developed by
Josephine W. Kanyi) is human resources software
Chapter 5: ICT Innovations Developed in Kenya
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for recruitment consultants, enabling fast, simple
access to job information, clients, candidates, and
other contacts.
The ICT startup event DEMO Africa: the Launchpad for Africa’s Emerging Technology – the first
such in Africa, held in Nairobi in October 2012
– aimed at identifying ICT innovations ready for
commercialization, usually needing US$10,000
to $2 million in venture capital. AfDB provided
financial support and participated, meeting with
participants from across Africa who pitched their
innovations. DEMO Africa is the flagship initiative of Liberalizing Innovation in Opportunity Nations in Africa (LIONS@frica), a partnership which
includes DEMO, Microsoft, InfoDEV, Nokia, and
the U.S. Department of State. This first-ever pan-
African technology launch-pad – hosted by the
African eDevelopment Resource Center and CIO
East Africa, under the auspices of Kenya’s Ministry of Information and Communication – attracted
venture capitalists and other “angels” (venture capitalists who provide expertise that helps startups
succeed), investment fund managers, tech buyers,
entrepreneurs, innovation supporters, and media.
Of 500 applications submitted in five categories
(social media, cloud services, mobile, consumer,
and enterprise technologies), 150 innovators were
short-listed, of whom 40 – from Kenya (14), South
Africa (11), Ghana (4), Nigeria (3), Senegal (2),
Tanzania (2), Cameroon, Egypt, Uganda, and Zimbabwe – were selected to participate (Table 8 and
Annex 1). Each was given space to display their
innovation and made a 6-minute pitch to demonstrate their business potential. Five “DEMO Africa
Lions” – whose innovations were deemed to have
the greatest potential for commercialization – were
selected as winners (Box 6). They will be heading
to Silicon Valley (USA) where they will receive
mentoring and exposure to potential investors.41

African Development Bank Supports DEMO Africa 2012

Harry Harre,Neal Silverman and Thomas Debass who are behind DEMO Africa

DEMO Africa 2012 Lions

41 DEMO AFRICA 2012, Africa’s Technology Launchpad, 25-26
October, Nairobi.

Each DEMO Africa participant had a place to display their innovation
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Box 6> The Five DEMO Africa 2012 Winners (“DEMO Africa Lions”)
Sasa Africa: based in Nairobi, co-founded by Ella Peinovich, Catherine Mahugu,
and Gwendolyn Floyd – is an e-commerce platform connecting online consumers
with offline craftspeople (so far, jewelers), who use a mobile phone to upload
descriptions of their products through SMS or MMS. After a product is bought
and paid for, the seller receives a text message. They then have 48 hours to take
Ella Peinovich,
the product to a mobile-money kiosk where they are also able to collect their
Co-Founder, Sasa
payment. Sasa Africa expected to have 600 retailers and 3500 products by yearAfrica
end. The target is the 84% of women in sub-Saharan Africa who work informally, hoping to serve 100,000 of them by 2015. Sasa Africa has raised $125,000 (grants and prizes)
and is seeking $500,000. (http://sasaafrica.com ; http://twitter.com/SasaAfrica)

Perihan AbouZeid, Founder,
Qabila

Maxwell Kofi,
Founder, mPawa

Maliyo Games
Oluseye
Soyode-Johnson

Daniel Chilcott
pitches DEMO
Lion Flowgear

Qabila: based in Cairo, co-founded by Mahmoud Elshafie, Perihan AbouZeid,
Mostafa Saeed, Amar Abu Shady, and Ahmad Fatehlab – is a multimedia-content
crowd-sourcing platform, intended to supply better content than what had been
seen on Egyptian TV. It has 20,000 current contributors, while clients include the
World Bank, UNESCO, and UNDP. Perihan says that, as Qabila’s popularity rose
steadily as its content was featured on Al Jazeera during the Arab Spring. It has
funded itself to date, but is seeking $250,000. (http://qabila.tv ; https://twitter.
com/QabilaTv)
mPawa: based in Accra, co-founded by Maxwell Kofi Efrem Donkor, Anthony
Agyekum-Mensah, Nancy Neizer, and Shadrack Boadu – focuses on the informal
sector (the biggest employer in Africa) to reduce unemployment. mPawa lists
informal jobs, such as “carpenter”, on a portal where those who need such work
done can find someone to do it. Maxwell says mPawa matched 2,000 job-seekers in the previous 3 months. It has raised US$90,000 of its US$100,000 goal.
(http://mpawa.com/https://twitter.com/mpawa_africa)
Maliyo Games: based in Lagos, founded by Oluseye Soyode-Johnson – is a
casual gaming platform (the only gaming entrant in DEMO Africa) providing
African-themed games on mobile and PC, such as “Mosquito Smasher” where
players thump mosquitoes across various levels, each with its own theme. Between levels, the game includes a multi-choice quiz on mosquitoes and malaria.
Oluseye – who estimates the casual gaming industry is worth $20 billion – says
Africans are in need of locally-relevant multimedia content, as is evident from
the multi-million dollar film and song industry in Nigeria. Maliyo Games is seeking
$300,000. (http://www.maliyo.com/ ; https://twitter.com/maliyogames)
Flowgear: based in Gauteng, South Africa, co-founded by Daniel Chilcott and
J.J. Milner – provides cloud-management tools, such as a codeless dashboard
(which allows fast deployment), for firms to connect to cloud solutions they have
developed such as Salesforce and SharePoint. Drawings imported from Visio can
also be implemented in Flowgear. This was among the few startups targeted at
existing businesses. Chilcott says Flowgear – looking to exploit an over US$2
billion opportunity in cloud integration – has raised US$200,000 to date. (http://
www.flowgear.net/ ; https://twitter.com/Flowgear)

Source: DEMO AFRICA 2012, Africa’s Technology Launchpad, 2012 Report, 25-26 October, Nairobi.
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Table 8> DEMO Africa: the Other Kenyan Finalists
Venture

Description

Entrepreneur

eLimu

eLimu is an award-winning interactive, engaging and fun application for children in
the Kenyan Primary School education system to learn and revise for their exams. It
incorporate animations, videos, songs, music, games and quizzes into the content
from a leading local textbook publisher. The application can be deployed on any
Android smartphone or tablet with 3G or Wireless connectivity in order to facilitate
Q&As; with teachers and collaborative learning. In addition to the content of the 6
subjects, eLimu also contains content outside the national curriculum focused on
responsible citizenship and gradually shifting collective behavior towards a more sustainable lifestyle by covering topics such as environmental conservation, civic rights,
human rights, community development, agriculture, etc. eLimu hopes to make a significant and positive long term impact on the Kenyan youth by improving their: test
scores, cognitive thinking skills, social/environmental consciousness and IT literacy.

Nivi Mukherjee

iPay

iPay is an innovative payments processing solution and payment gateway for Africa.
iPay is an easy-to-use payments processing system that incorporates VISA, MasterCard, Kenswitch, M-PESA, Airtel Money, yuCash.

Philip Nyamwaya

m-KAZI is a mass market job search application
accessed by mobile phone and online. It allows jobseekers to register their details and qualifications
via SMS and receive SMS job alerts. Employers can
in turn target candidates on the m-KAZI database
who meet their requirements. There are about 30
million mobile phone users in Kenya and m-KAZI
can be used by anyone with a basic mobile phone.

Nancy Wang

Mprep Kenya

MPrep helps kids learn, review, compete and collaborate through accessible and fun
mobile applications. It also give teachers data about their students and help parents
stay informed – all on simple mobile tech. Basically, it makes it easy and fun for an
educational community to communicate and share information.

Kosgei Isaac

Myorder

Myorder is the easy way to order from shops around you for delivery or pick-up.
Myorder helps you find what you want, when you want it, where you want it – on
your mobile phone.

Hilda Moraa

Hewani Retail

Hewani™ Retail will enable consumers to
shop for goods and services, pay for them
with multiple payment instruments and keep
track of delivery of goods via simple mobile or
WEB channels and tools. Consumers will have
a simple interface available on USSD, Mobile
WEB, WEB, Android, Symbian and Windows
Apps. Consumers will have a self-care portal
to check all past transactions. Merchants will
be setup and enabled to allow consumers to
buy goods and services in less than one week
and across 6 platforms. Merchants will have a
self-care portal where they can add products,
prices, branches etc and see orders and payments from customers in real time.

mKazi

Mem Maina, Founder, mKazi

Thuo Herbert

Herbert Thuo, Hewani Retail
Mverified

The application is a verification tool that can be accessed online, through WAP or
GPRS-enabled phones. It went live three months ago. It can be used to ascertain
the authenticity of documents, certificates, and title deeds. It works by sharing
data with State agencies like the Kenya Revenue Authority and the Kenya National
Examinations Council.
The new application will reduce the security threats that accompany business transactions and make it easier for users to make informed and secure financial decisions.
The system is free to download as an Android application and can also be accessed
online. However, to make a verification enquiry will cost the user Sh600 which is
payable through M-PESA or Airtel Money.
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Patrick Innovator

Table 8> DEMO Africa: the Other Kenyan Finalists (Continued)
Venture

Description

Entrepreneur

mTracker

mTRACKER is a menu-driven mobile application that runs on Series40 and Android
platforms. mTRACKER enables asset owners; fleet managers, motorists, cargo and
laptop owners amongst others, be able to manage the security of their possessions
in an easy and user-friendly manner, everywhere from their phones. For fleet managers and motorists, mTracker provides: alarm alerts where owner’s phone vibrates
with an alert in case the vehicles alarm goes-off, real-time location tracking by mapping location of the vehicle on the phone using a pointer, fuel analysis, stoppage
points and distance covered, engine on/off where an authenticated user is able to
stop the vehicle remotely through the selection of the appropriate menu-item, listen-in, SOS alerts, geo-fencing and over-speed alerts. Cargo and laptop owners are
able to visually track the location of their assets real-time, on the phone.

Mwema Jacob

CrowdPesa

For merchants who need to attract and maintain loyal customers, Crowdpesa is a
platform as a service that allows merchants to manage customer notifications and
rewards on an intuitive dashboard. Unlike their competitors they allow merchants to
target the right customer with the right offer by leveraging on location.

Christian KAKOBA

Lipisha

Targeted at small and medium enterprises, Lipisha enables small business owners to
automatically process non cash payments and micropayments such as mobile money
e.g. Mpesa or Equity 247, airtime via short codes and card payments e.g. VISA or
MasterCard directly to their bank accounts.

Martin Kasomo

MPayer

MPAYER is a mobile and web application that enables businesses to manage income
and expense transactions of the business both Mobile Money (Mpesa, Airtel Money)
and also cash. It also helps businesses keep track of customers, distinguish their different payments and generate reports on a real time basis through a mobile phone/
computer. Think of MPAYER as a tool that helps businesses to view their performance through a mobile phone or computer. This tool helps owners of business to
manage and view activities of business including incomes and expenses, performance of various product/services and manages customer information. The grand
vision of MPAYER is that it will equip businesses with the correct tools that will make
them grow in efficiency and grow their customers.

Stella Njoki

Kytabu

Kytabu is a textbook subscription application on a low cost tablet that allows users
to rent books on an hourly, daily, weekly, monthly and annual timeline on a mobile
platform payment plan. Kytabu allows primary and high school students in Kenya to
access all the textbooks in the Kenyan Education Curriculum as digital learning material without having to download them on a broadband network. The books all come
pre-installed in the subsidized tablet that they can then use to lease the books
directly from the tablet, without a mobile network gateway. The entire transaction is
done on the tablet. The target cost of the tablet is Ksh 1000.

Tonee Ndungu

dash2do

dash2do is an online service network platform
that enables individuals and businesses get
services conveniently, from either a computer or mobile phone. They provide errand
runners, private drivers, cash delivery, travel
bookings, luggage storage, luggage shipping
and mobile phone tracking. Mobile phone
tracking is an online service that the users
access online and use. All the others services
are physical so the platform enable users
to make a booking and the service is then
delivered in the physical sense.

Samuel Wanjohi

Samuel Wanjohi, Founder,
Dash2Do

Source: 2012 DEMO Event Reports.
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Chapter 6 > ICT Applied to Social Issues
Ushahidi – a Kiswahili word meaning testimony
– was an interactive crowd-sourced visualization
website developed in 2008 to map reports of violence (and peace efforts) after Kenya’s disputed
2007 Presidential election42. Its success (45,000
users in Kenya) catalyzed (among the ad hoc
group of techies and bloggers who started it)
the creation of a non-profit company of the same
name specializing in free open-source software.
Ushahidi has a strong team of volunteer software
developers – primarily in Africa but also in Europe and the Americas – as well as experienced
human rights workers. It has been used in tens
of thousands of situations and events around the
world, not only for mapping violence but also
aid stations during disasters (e.g., after the Haiti
earthquake and Fukushima meltdown) and voting
fraud (in Egypt under Mubarak).43

42	The co-founders of the “Ushahidi Platform collaborated with
Kenyan citizen and journalists to map this violence and peace
efforts countrywide via the web and mobile phones.
43 http://www.ushahidi.com/about-us

Ory Okolloh, co-founder and Executive Director of Ushahidi.
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The Washington-based mHealth Alliance
estimates that at least 45 mobile health projects
are active or have been completed in Kenya
(more than in any other country) – most devised
and paid for by official aid agencies, private philanthropies, or NGOs – ranging from delivering
money via M-PESA to pay for repair of obstetric
fistulas (a damaging complication of childbirth)
to verifying the authenticity of pharmaceuticals
from their texted serial numbers. Most are limited in scope and time-frame – and there is often
no business model for sustaining them when
funding runs out, leaving the field suffering from
“pilotitis”44 – but some projects have been very
successful.
In 2011, Erick Njenga – a 21-year-old senior at
Strathmore University – and three of his classmates were contracted by the Clinton Health
Access Initiative (CHAI, part of the former president’s Clinton Foundation) to develop a system
44	http://www.techplanetjournal.org/2012/05/kenya-sets-stageglobal-mhealth-applications/

(Photo: www.flickr.com/photos/internaz/)

for health workers to report the spread of diseases in real time, including by SMS so that those
without Internet access could use mobile phones
of any make or model. At a small fraction of the
US$1.9 million that the government had been on
the verge of paying an international firm to do the
same thing, they developed Integrated Disease
Surveillance and Response. To avoid waste and
shortages, they are also working on ways for the
Health Ministry to track pharmaceuticals shipped
to hospitals and clinics.
Dr. Emmanuel Mukoya and Dr. Ndii Kanake who
are also pursuing Masters of Medicine in radiology at The University of Nairobi and Ruth Wangari, a computer science graduate, who is studying for her Masters in Business Administration at
Africa Nazarene University, created Medisoft East
Africa. Their Teleradiology service – whereby
a specialist can interpret X-rays results at a distance, reducing the time needed for consultations
– won the overall honor with over 400 Vision 2030
ICT Innovation Award in 2012.45
45	http://medisoftea.com/about-us.html; and http://www.africanbusinessreview.co.za/technology/gadget/radiologists-have-telecommuting-solution-in-east-africa

Because of Kenya’s shortage of doctors and other medical personnel, two recent University of
Nairobi graduates, Steve Mutinda Kyalo and Keziah Mumo, created award-winning MedAfrica in
October 2011 – accessible via a mobile-phone app
(already downloaded tens of thousands of times)
– which lists registered doctors, dentists, and
hospitals, and also provides basic first-aid and
diagnostic information46. They plan to aggregate
other medical apps on the platform, and ultimately sell sponsored messages from pharmaceutical
companies, health-care providers, and others.47
MedAfrica won the 2012 Ericsson Application
Awards, which is an annual global competition for
application developers on the Android platform.

46 M
 edAfrica startup illustrates the power of local entrepreneurship. It has few connections with the medical community or
the health ministry, however, its health-care app has been
downloaded on 43,000 phones, and the company is still only
halfway through USD 100,000 in seed funding.
47	http://www.techplanetjournal.org/2012/05/kenya-sets-stageglobal-mhealth-applications/
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Chapter 7 > Mobile Money-Transfer and
Financial Services
Transfer of money via mobile phone – as Safari
com’s M-PESA, Airtel Money, Essar yuCash
,
48
or O
 range Kenya’s Iko Pesa
– has risen
phenomenally (Figure 11). Mobile money-transfer – launched by Safaricom in 2007 with only
19,071 M-PESA subscribers – clearly meets an
unmet need for financial services and, in the process, promotes financial inclusion. Mobile-money subscribers rose to 19.5 million in June 2012
(up 12% over 2011), while agents rose to 49,079 (up
16%). Mobile-money deposits during FY2011/12
were up 38% (to KShs 740 billion – US$8 billion –
with M-PESA accounting for most of the increase,
and 90% of the total). 49 Communication Commission of Kenya (CCK) estimates that the number of
agents reached 62,300 and total money transfers
amounted to US$ 10 billion in 2012 50.

48 Descriptions of their services are based on their websites.
49	http://www.africareview.com/Business---Finance/Kenyans-mobile-money-deposits-up/-/979184/1529990/-/uv17c0z/-/index.
html
50 CCK, Quarterly Sector Statistics Reports, October-Dec 2012.

M-PESA is the most developed and successful
mobile money-transfer system in the world, allowing not only buying airtime but also purchasing
goods, paying bills, and person-to-person transfers. Organizations are even able to pay employees their salaries using a bulk-payment function.
The dynamic growth of mobile money-transfer
has been supported by regulations – issued by the
Central Bank in 2010 – which allow banks to employ a wide range of retail outlets to promote their
services and handle transactions. This paved the
way for banks to begin using (primarily) M-PESA
and its associated network 51.
In 2010 Safaricom and Barclays Bank of Kenya
signed a partnership allowing Barclays account
holders to deposit and withdraw via their M-
PESA accounts. M-PESA agents who bank with
Barclays are also able to purchase e-float for
51	P. Ondiege, “Mobile Banking in Africa: Taking the Bank to the
People”, AfDB, Africa Economic Brief 1(8), December 2010.

Figure 11> Mobile-money subscriptions, agents, and deposits, June 2007-2012
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their daily operations. M-PESA also accepts deposits via Commercial Bank of Africa, Standard
Chartered Kenya, CFC Stanbic, and Equity Bank
Kenya. Family Bank and Kenya Commercial Bank
also partner with M-PESA.

Of Safaricom’s 19 million subscribers in 2012, 15.2
million also subscribed to M-PESA. The 9.7 million who are active use the services of M-PESA’s
over 45,540 agents (while the other three providers
have just 9,000 agents, of which Airtel has 6,000)52.
Total deposits are up 100 times since 2008.
Kenya has undergone an ICT revolution since the
launch of M-PESA, with many Pivot East startups
using it as a base for their business53. For example, one helps schools and parents keep track of
fees due and paid, while another offers an electronic version of Kenya’s popular informal savings groups. And recently – as a test run for a
much larger cashless-payment system – Google
launched Beba, a pre-paid card for commuters
using Nairobi’s local buses.

52 http://www.thinkm-pesa.com/
53	Pivot East is an exciting high caliber event in which developers
of mobile applications pitch or “sell” their ideas to groups of
venture capitalists and industry players. The best Pitch gets
rewarded by a cash prize that can be used as “seed” money
to start or develop the business idea. Each category winner receives USD 10,000. The competition is open to companies and
Individuals domiciled in East Africa (Kenya/ Uganda/ Tanzania/
Rwanda/ South Sudan and Somalia – Available at
http://pivoteast.com/faq.html

M-PESA outlet in Nairobi

M-PESA outlet at Johannesburg International Airport
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M-PESA tariffs (Annex 1) range from KShs 3 (on
transactions from KShs 10 to 49) to 100 (for transactions up to KShs 70,000). M-PESA contributes
about 18% of Safaricom’s revenues54.
In 2009 the Central Bank of Kenya authorized Safaricom – and Her Majesty’s Revenue & Customs
authorized its UK partners – to transfer money
between Kenya and the UK. This led to establishment of M-PESA International Money Transfer (IMT), and its subsequent expansion to other
markets, starting with the rest of East Africa. 55 In
the UK, M-PESA partners with Western Union,
Provident Capital, and KenTV.
The maximum that can be transferred at one
time is £250, and per month £1000 (from the UK).
Charges are only £4-6.90 (25-40% of those of traditional money-transfer channels such as Western
Union). In 2011 Western Union agreed to allow
M-PESA customers in Kenya to receive transfers
via its agents in 45 countries.
Those transferring money from the UK must register their mobile number with M-PESA and present a photo ID, while recipients in Kenya must be
Safaricom subscribers but need not have a bank
account or be previously registered with M-PESA. However, in that case – to get the money –
they will receive a message to register within 21
days (at no cost) at any M-PESA agent56.
In 2010 – in partnership with Equity Bank –
Safaricom launched M-KESHO (“tomorrow”),
which allows for transfer of money to and from
an Equity interest-bearing account, along with
(micro-)credit and (micro-)life insurance services. At the time there were about 8 million bank
accounts in Kenya (of which 4.5 million were with
Equity) – up from only 2.5 million in 2007 – while
of M-PESA’s subscribers (40% of Kenya’s adult
54 http://www.thinkm-pesa.com/
55	Sections on M-PESA-IMT and M-KESHO are drawn from P.
Ondiege, “Mobile Banking in Africa: Taking the Bank to the
People”, AfDB, Africa Economic Brief 1 (8), December 2010.
56	http://www.ilo.org/dyn/migpractice/migmain.showPractice?p_
lang=en&p_practice_id=70
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population), a third were otherwise “unbanked”.
Equity was targeting them. Like M-PESA, M-KESHO accounts have no opening fee, minimum
balance, or monthly charge, and subscribers can
open an Equity account at any bank branch or with
many M-PESA agents. The technology program at
the Consultative Group to Assist the Poor (CGAP) –
co-funded by the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation
and the UK Department for International Development – is supporting this effort to deliver savings
accounts to poor unbanked people57.
In 2012 – in partnership with Commercial Bank of
Africa – Safaricom also launched M-SHWARI to
provide an alternative for (interest-bearing) savings and loan services, including affordable emergency loans. Its M-PESA subscribers can sign up
and apply for loans directly through M-PESA and,
if successful, receive their loan the same way58. By
the end of 2012 M-SHWARI already had KShs 976
million (US$11.3 million) deposits and KShs 123
million (US$1.4 million) loans outstanding, rising
to KShs 2.8 billion deposits and KShs 378 million
loans just a month later. Most of the 70,000 firstday subscribers were aged 25-30 59.
Formerly Zain Zap, Airtel Money – the second
largest mobile money-transfer system in Kenya
– was launched by Airtel Kenya in 2009 to allow
subscribers (in partnership with Citibank and
Standard Chartered Bank) to send and receive
money directly to their mobile phones from banks
anywhere in the world, as well as withdraw cash,
pay for goods and services, and transfer money
to third parties60. Tariffs have ranged KShs 5-25
(Annex 2), but in 2012 Airtel announced that its
customers will be able to transfer money free of
charge to any network in Kenya.
57	Ignacio Mas and Dan Radcliffe, “Mobile payments go viral:
M-PESA in Kenya”, Bill and Belinda Gates Foundation, March
2010.
58 http://www.cbagroup.com/m-shwari/FAQs.pdf
59	http://sabahionline.com/en_GB/articles/hoa/articles/features/2013/01/09/feature-02
60	T. Michael Testi, “Zain launches Zap Mobile Banking, targets
100Mn customers”, http://www.itu.int/ITU-D/ict/newslog/
Zain+Launches+Zap+Mobile+Banking+Targets+100Mn+Customers.aspx

Essar (Econet Wireless) yuCash – powered by
Obopay and also launched in 2009 – offers the
standard features (with Equity Bank Kenya as partner) but customers can also add short messages
to payments, and invite friends to join. Besides
via text message (SMS), it can also be accessed
by voice, Wireless Access Point (WAP), Unstructured Supplementary Service Data (USSD), and
SIM Application Toolkit (STK). yuCash tariffs are
zero (Annex 2).
Orange Kenya’s money transfer service, Iko Pesa
– launched in 2010, also with Equity Bank as

partner – creates a de facto front-end for Equity
accounts, allowing it to exceed regular transaction thresholds and balances. Tariffs have ranged
KShs 30-450 (Annex 2).
In February 2013, the government imposed a 10%
levy on transaction of mobile money transfer services provided by all operators to finance ballooning recurrent spending. This levy will raise
the costs of transfer of mobile money services in
the country and may impact on lower end customers who are the majority of clients.
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Chapter 8 > ICT Innovation Awards and
Funding ICT Startups
Vision 2013 ICT Innovation Awards

As mentioned in Chapter 3, the Vision 2030 ICT
Innovation Awards – co-sponsored by KICT, Vision
2030, and Accenture Development Partnerships
(ADP) – recognize Kenyans who have developed
ICT solutions driving economic growth and social
development. The inaugural V2030 ICT Innovation Award was held on 20 April 2011 as part of the
Kenya ICT Board’s Connected Kenya Summit, saw
eleven companies receiving awards. Participation
was invited from companies or organizations registered in Kenya with an ICT product in the market
for at least six months.
During the second Vision 2030 Awards in 2012,
there were seven independent judges from the
private sector, academia, the public sector, and
civil society for the. To ensure integrity, Deloitte
Consulting audited the review process. There
were over 170 initial applicants – of which 82 met
the minimum requirements – and, in April 2011,
11 initial winners (including Ushahidi, described
in Chapter 6) received US$1000 (from Accenture) plus a certificate and a commemorative trophy (Box 7). The International Livestock Research
Institute (ILRI) received the overall award (an
additional US$5000) for their mobile-based livestock insurance. The overall award winner in
2012 was Medisoft East Africa (Chapter 6).

Funding ICT Startups

In addition to those already described, major
sources of funding and support for startups are
KICT’s Tandaa Grants, Digital Village Revolving
Fund loans for Pasha Centers, the private Savannah Fund, and CCK’s Universal Access Fund. The
incubators are also encouraging start-ups to surrender equity as a fair price for the contacts and
training they provide.
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In 2010 – with World Bank funding (Chapter 3)
– KICT established a US$4 million three-year
program of Tandaa Local Digital Content Grants
– US$10,000 for individuals, US$50,000 for new
companies, and matching grants of US$150,000
for established companies – to provide funding
for ICT content and software startups61.
Kenyan citizens over 18, and companies and organization registered in Kenya, are eligible. In
2010 – from the 2,000 applicants and 667 completed proposals – one individual and 14 companies
were awarded grants worth nearly US$700,000.
Beneficiaries included:
Octopus ICT Solutions which developed an HIV/
AIDS e-learning course;
Infotrack Strategic Solutions which developed a
portal linking teachers with their employer, the
Teachers’ Service Commission; and
iBid Labs whose Kenya Online Museum seeks to
document three million years of history, accessible through mobile phones.
In 2012 the Tandaa program was also extended to include a week of business-plan training
at Strathmore University Business School for
150 short-listed candidates. From 790 completed proposals, thirty (of which 24 were aimed at
the private sector, 6 at the public sector) were
then awarded a total of US$1.28 million, going
to 8 individuals, 21 startups, and one established
company. Short-listed applicants (Annex 3) had
proposals in agriculture; education and training;
healthcare delivery; water and sanitation; law and
61 https://sites.google.com/a/ict.go.ke/tandaa/grants-round01

Box 7> 2011 Vision 2030 ICT Innovation Award Winners
International Livestock Research Institute
(agriculture) offers index-based livestock
insurance (against drought) – being piloted in
Marsabit District – which facilitates risk-management for poor and remote herders. It has
remotely-sensed vegetation-data delivered via
mobile phone, and incorporates experimental
extension (education) methods.
Uzanunua.com (wholesale and retail) is an
auction and classifieds website based on eBay
– with payments facilitated by mobile money-transfer – which had 13,000 members and
3,000 visitors per day, and was growing at
200% annually.
Mbetsa Innovations (manufacturing) provides a motor-vehicle anti-theft device that
uses SMS and GPRS technology to block or
track car theft, enabling owners to monitor
vehicles from a distance (by mobile phone)
and disable them if necessary. Morris Mbetsa
had just graduated from high school when he
invented this security device.
Aga Khan University Hospital Nairobi
(healthcare delivery) combines health management information systems and mobile
phones to enable access to patient data (via
a unique file number) from a central database
when a patient visits any of their countrywide
network of branch hospitals. Use of electronic
data has also simplified reporting on disease
prevalence and spread.
Websimba (tourism) offers the Eat Out
website which facilitates search for restaurants (based on location, type, and budget)
including a table-booking engine. An associated mobile service includes the possibility of
booking by calling a customer-service advisor.

Horizon Contact Centers (BPO/offshoring)
offers its HK_V2 web-based system – allowing
for integration with a softphone (i.e., via computer) – to update data and make outbound
calls, manually inputted or initiated from a
database of contacts.
MobiKash Afrika (financial services) offers an
all-in-one independent commerce and banking
service which allows users use their mobile
phone to perform a wide range of financial
transactions, across all networks, linking to up
to 15 bank accounts in real-time.
Whive.com (gender, youth, and vulnerable
groups) is a social-media tools-aggregator
that offers a platform – in Swahili and Sheng
as well as English – for SMS, Facebook, and
Twitter as well as mobile applications designed for Kenya or Africa.
Virtual Essence (education and training)
offers MsingiPACK, a comprehensive e-learning
study kit for upper primary education – also
available via mobile phone – with 100% local
content, including Kenya Certificate of Primary
Education papers under the copyright authority of the Kenya National Examinations Council.
Anniversary Lab (housing and urbanization)
offers a security system which monitors intruders on a digital display – with a camera recording for up to 8 hours – and repulses them
with a 10,000-volt charge while also texting
or (if the text is unread) calling the owner or
other registered contacts.

Source: http://www.scribd.com/doc/89192347/Accenture-Development-Partnerships-Jessica-Long-Connected-kenya-2012
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Box 8> Pasha Centers and the Digital Villages Revolving Fund
Pasha Centers (accounting for 30% of Kenya’s
ICT coverage) are run by private entrepreneurs
serving the public with Internet access, computer training, and IT support; word-processing and data entry; scanning, copying, and
printing (including photos); access to government services; mobile money-transfer or other
financial services; gaming and other entertainment; vocational training; cell-phone and
SIM-card sales; office supplies; and possibly
sales of other ICT products and related services. Family Bank administers the revolving fund

and evaluates applications, forwarding the
three best from each constituency to KICT’s
grants committee, which then selects recipients for the average KShs 1 million loans (63
since 2011). Loans – which can be used for
startups or upgrading – have a three-month
grace period and are repayable within three
years, with a current annual interest rate of
10.5%. No collateral is required, but businesses are closely monitored and evaluated.

Source: http://www.doitinkenya.com/index.php?option=com_k2&view=item&layout=item&id=1565&Itemid=567

order; gender; youth and vulnerable groups; social equity and poverty reduction; wholesale and
retail; financial services; tourism; film and TV; and
other entertainment.
In 2010 KICT initiated Pasha Centers (Box 8), a
“digital villages project” – part of a public-private
partnership to facilitate affordable rural access to
ICT resources in order to spur economic development – and started disbursing loans in early 2011.
From 800 inquiries and 689 applications, 37 entrepreneurs were initially loaned KShs 47.89 million
from the Digital Villages Revolving Fund of KShs
27.96 million. In December 2011 – from 456 applications (41 from women and 415 from men) – another 26 entrepreneurs were given loans. However, the Fund faces some problems, which include
the high cost of rural connectivity; low ICT, marketing, and financial-management skills; and loan
arrears by almost half of the recipients. KICT is
collaborating with Cisco and Intel – and negotiating with Digital Opportunity Trust (DOT) – to
develop the ICT skills of the Pasha managers and
increase ICT advocacy in rural areas.
The US$5-10 million private-sector Savannah
Fund – a technology seed-fund and accelerator
(Box 9) targeting sub-Saharan Africa (especially
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Box 9> S
 avannah Fund’s Accelerator
Program
In addition to funding, Savannah Fund’s
overall strategy is to provide mentoring
to address the skills and experience
gap of entrepreneurs in the region. The
Accelerator Program accepts a cohort of 5
startups at a time for three months training and support. Applicants can be from
anywhere in the world – as long as they
are addressing the sub-Saharan African
market – but must have a prototype,
early customers, and revenue. The first
cohort began in September 2012.
Source: http://www.savannah.vc/about/

East Africa) – was co-founded by Kenya-native and
blogger Erik Hersman (co-founder of Ushahidi,
iHub, and other Africa-based tech projects),
Tanzanian entrepreneur and Microsoft alumnus
Mbwana Alliy, and American Paul Bragiel (co-
founder and managing partner of i/o Ventures),
backed and supported by a local, regional, and
international network of angels, venture capitalists who provide expertise that help startups
succeed and scale to fully fledged regional or

global companies. Savannah Fund aims to provide funding to enable entrepreneurs to get their
ideas from prototype to scalable business, while
providing high-quality mentoring. It specializes
in US$25,000-$500,000 investments (in exchange
for equity) in web and mobile startups62. It also
operates an accelerator program.
To promote capacity-building and ICT innovation,
the Kenya Communications Commission (CCK)
established the Universal Access Fund (UAF) in

February 2013– with a 0.5% levy on revenues of
broadcasters, mobile operators, and internet service providers (while also hoping to attract grants
and donations) – to finance national projects with
potential major impact on ICT accessibility in
largely-ignored remote-rural and poor-urban areas. While aiming for efficiency and sustainability,
the Fund will also support projects that may not
be economically feasible, such as providing ICT
services to schools, healthcare facilities, the poor,
and those with disabilities63.

62 http://www.savannah.vc/about/

63 http://www.cck.go.ke/services/universal_access/
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Chapter 9 > Challenges and Opportunities to
ICT Innovations in Kenya
Kenya is one of Africa’s top ICT hubs, but faces
some critical challenges, including infrastructure and costs, business planning, skills training,
financing, competition, and IT security. In the
World Bank’s Doing Business Reports, Kenya fell
from 117th in 2012 to 121st in 2013. Its poor infrastructure and high costs are also confirmed by
the Kenya Association of Manufacturers and the
Kenya Private Sector Alliance. Kenya’s ICT infrastructure itself is vulnerable, as witnessed by the
TEAMs undersea fiber-optic cable being cut twice
by ships off the coast of Mombasa in 2012. This
affected 50% of networks in Kenya and Uganda,
necessitating automatic, but costly, re-routing of
traffic through the SEACOM cable system or others. Electricity generation is also inadequate, and
distribution expensive, while logistics are often
difficult, with an inadequate transport system, including a poor road network. Rents are often high,
while land-purchasing and building-construction
are constrained by weak laws, regulations, and administration; corruption related issues, resulting
in anti-competitive behavior; and a mismatch of
skills leaving the education sector and those required by the private sector, particularly in new
and fast-paced industries. Public-private partnerships may help solve some of these problems64.
Many potential entrepreneurs have poor business-planning skills, suggesting that – even if
they obtained funding – they would also face
management and marketing challenges. Universities and incubators (Chapter 4) are working to
address this problem, however.
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ate employment in ITC (including BPO). AfDB’s
Support to the Enhancement of Quality and Relevance in Higher Education, Science, and Technology Project (Chapter 3) should help, as well as the
Chipuka credentialing project (Chapter 3).
Lack of seed capital is of course a constant problem, but, as discussed above, some financing
solutions have emerged, such as KICT’s Tandaa
Grants and the Savannah Fund (Chapter 9). In
2011 KICT also began awarding up to US$150,000
matching grants for established ICT companies
(aged 10+ years) with at least 40 employees to
scale up commercialization of their innovations.
Competition from established giants such as
Google or Safaricom is of course a problem,
which requires organizing emerging ICT talents
to tackle large-scale projects as well as supporting
commercialization of startups. A supportive regulatory environment is also important.
Finally, IT security is a global problem, evidenced
by recent hacking that crashed the servers of the
U.S. Federal Reserve, the Wall Street Journal, and
Twitter accounts, as well as three broadcasters
and two major banks in South Korea. There are
concerns that young people, especially in poor
countries such as Kenya – having acquired IT
skills yet finding little opportunity to earn a decent income – may attack the databases of banks
and other corporations, government agencies,
universities, etc., selling information on the black
market for handsome fees65.

Kenya produces about 250,000 high school and
30,000 university graduates yearly, but only an estimated 5,000 have the requisite skills for immedi-

Opportunities for African Development
Bank’s Contribution to ICT development

64	http://www.farwell-consultants.com/commentaries/harnessing-kenyas-ict-potential

65 T
 im Akano, “ICT evolution, Nigeria, and rest of the world in
2013”: Available at http://tinyurl.com/ngrguardiannews
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Besides the many ICT projects that the African

Development Bank is already involved with in
Kenya (Chapter 3) – e.g. TIVET, the challenges
above suggest other opportunities for AfDB to
support ICT development through further financing and technical assistance. Besides financing
the Thwake project to supply water and sanitation
services to Konza Techno City, the Bank could
finance – and help mobilize third-party funding
for the development of the Techno city – other related infrastructure, such as terrestrial fiber-optic
cables, as well as private-sector development.

could affect Government Data Centre and other
e-government projects, financial services including M-PESA platform, and emerging ICT innovations in the country among others.

The AfDB could provide technical assistance for
development of regulations (including patent
rights) that will encourage the retention of innovations and deepen their commercialization. As
well, supporting improvement of IT security could
be helpful given the emerging cyber-attacks that

AfDB could also establish its own Seed Capital
Tech Fund to support startups. AfDB’s continued
participation in continent-wide events such as
LIONS@frica’s DEMO Africa – which has become
a platform for coordinating multiple efforts – is
useful too.

The AfDB could provide loans and grants (on a
PPP model) for seed funding to ICT startups similar to the Savannah Fund. This could be extended
to incubators, such as iHub, mLab, NaiLab and 
@iLabAfrica as well as KIRDI and other KICT
programs.
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Chapter 10 > Conclusion and Way Forward
The study provides a platform for understanding
the importance and contribution of the ICT sector
to Kenya’s economy. ICT has become an essential,
vital part of Kenya’s economy, contributing to better governance and private-sector development –
including job creation – as it can also do for other
African countries.
The study has focused on ICT solutions that Kenyan firms and entrepreneurs have developed and
are commercializing to drive economic growth
and social development. The existing situation
of the ICT sector infrastructure in the country
has been examined in the report. The study has
further defined options for enhancing the sector
contribution to Kenya’s economic development,
private sector development and enhancing employment generation. It also analyzes the current
status of Kenya’s ICT innovation and startup culture and proposes measures that would assist to
scale up the commercialization of the innovations.
The key challenges and opportunities that face
ICT innovators and in particular, startups highlighted in the report include: inadequate financing, costs of doing business, developing quality
business plans (BPs), infrastructure, capacity
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development and skills shortages, market size
and competition, and IT security. The study has
argued that the challenges discussed do offer opportunities to the country and its development
partners, including the AfDB to support and sustain ICT innovations in the country. For instance,
the AfDB could provide financial and technical
assistance in the various areas as outlined in the
study.
Kenyan entrepreneurs have developed, and are
commercializing, many ICT innovations. Konza
Techno City – if carried out successfully – will provide a strategic advance. But even to sustain its
position as one of Africa’s top ICT hubs – because
of, for example, being terminus for four undersea
fiber-optic cables – Kenya needs to address the
many challenges it faces. Besides ICT infrastructure itself, the cost and reliability of electricity
must be addressed, and transport infrastructure
must be improved. The government must also
improve the business environment, through pragmatic laws, regulations, and policies to attract
more ICT investment and promote commercialization of innovations able to compete in the global market.
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Venture
Kuza Mobile

Evly

42

Description
Kuza is a mobile, location-based business platform for feature phones
that helps buyers and sellers in emerging markets to trade goods
and services in their area. Using any one of 6000 supported types of
feature phones, a user can create a website, mobi site and business
cards right from his phone in about 5 minutes. Our micro-ads, also
created right from the phone, are broadcast to an audience in the entrepreneurs’ area, allowing him to reach a wider market. We monetize
our product through airtime and micro-payments on a pay-as-you-go
basis.
Software-as-a-Service that can be used by organizations on their
Facebook Fan pages & on their own websites to “constructively engage” their fans, community, customers, and employees. “Constructive
Engagement” means the organization can entertain their users, but
get business value at the same time.

Entrepreneur

Country
South Africa

Pieter Nel

Eric Edelstein

South Africa

Gigham

Gigham makes it easy to discover, promote & monetize events.

George Gally

South Africa

KKYB Productions

KOS, KKYB Online Services is an online platform which offers writing
and design services online. This gives clients the opportunity to post
design or writing jobs online on our website in the form of contests.
Designers or writers from all over the world sign up on our site for
free and have the opportunity to work on contests by submitting
designs or write-ups. Designers get paid for participating in contests
and receive an even bigger prize when they win a contest. Clients get
to choose the design they prefer from a large variety of designs they
receive as a result of the contest.

Kekeli Buckner

Ghana

TaxTIm

TaxTim is an online virtual tax assistant who asks you simple questions
in plain language one-by-one, then converts your answers into a
correctly completed tax return.

Evan Robinson

South Africa

Maliyo Games

At Maliyo Games, we have a simple philosophy; to share the experiences of everyday African with the world through interactive multimedia content, published for web and mobile distribution.

Hugo Obi

Nigeria

ProWork

ProWork, a project management and team collaboration app.Prowork
makes team collaboration on projects easy, and it’s available on Mobile ( Blackberry, and Java supporting phones) , Web, and a robust API
to allow developers to extend the functionality. Some interesting use
cases for ProWork include: Business Project Managers, Software Development, Managing your Personal To-Dos, Planning Events and Sale
(Keep track of Tasks and People required to close a deal), etc. As work
places are increasingly virtual and project teams today are becoming
more and more dispersed, ProWork enables real time collaboration
allowing you to stay on top of what’s happening on your projects.

Francis
Onwumere

Nigeria

Firestring

Firestring is a technology company leading the field of semantic
technology leveraging social architecture to radically enhance knowledge management. As a field-leader in Web 3.0 technologies for the
enterprise, our customers use our unique Enterprise Social Networking
platform powered by the Firestring Social-Semantic Engine, Serendipity. Our customers use our technologies to structure their unstructured
information, creating semantic metadata automatically from their
document repositories and collaborating in real-time via our private
social networking front-end. What this means is that Firestring will
find the right information for you when you need it. And, in time, that
information will also use our algorithms find you.

Alison Jacobson

South Africa

Kuzima

Kuzima allows you as a consumer to shame and praise companies that
provide you with services. Coined from the Swahili word “Kusema”
which means “to speak”, Kuzima is the brainchild of Kursor Solutions,
a web and mobile applications development company based in Accra,
Ghana. The idea to build this website came from the constant frustrations we have had dealing with different companies in different sectors in the country. Especially when we were paying for those services.

Michael Ocansey

Ghana
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Entrepreneur

Country

mPawa

Venture

Description
mPawa is a mobile job matching application developed for the blue
collar recruitment sector of Africa. It is an end to end recruitment application taking the power of Web to SMS technology and solving the
problems faced by blue collar workers in finding new jobs and their
employers locating suitable talents.

Maxwell Donkor

Ghana

MTI Support App

The newest level in IT Support. With this App, you can get support no
matter where you are in the world. It offers support guidelines and
can be accessed from your computer, tablet or cell phone.

Sean Venter

South Africa

MobiFlock

At MobiFlock, we want children to have all the benefits of a mobile
phone, while still staying safe. We also want to help parents navigate
the sometimes bewildering digital communications landscape to
help them protect their children. MobiFlock makes cell phones safe
for children by giving parents the visibility and tools to manage their
children’s phone use, and so protect them from harm.

OzinboPay

OzinboPay is a mobile payment gateway that enables merchants
within West Africa to receive and make payments online and offline
via mobile Money. OzinboPay partners with mobile money operators
within the region to make this happen.

Djoss.tv

With Djoss.tv, you’ll never watch TV the same way again. Djoss.tv is
a social TV platform that lets TV viewers everywhere discuss around
their favorite TV shows, in real-time. For the users, Djoss.tv provides
additional information and comments around their current TV shows,
crowd-sourced from other users, or directly from our editorial staff.
For the TV cable companies providing the shows, Djoss.tv is a fantastic
innovative tool to gather audience feedback and further develop brand
awareness. Let’s make TV more social …

Qabila Media Productions

Qabila is a media content creator that capitalizes on crowd-sourcing
and digital media to provide clients with cost-effective content that
reaches their target audience, in the most engaging and effective
way. We bridge the gap between entertainment and the intellectual
need of our target audience; from promotional videos to mass media
content, we guarantee that the message of our client reaches the
target audience effectively, by studying the audience behavior and
adopting a crowd-sourcing model that actively interacts and engages
the audience to better understand them.

Eskimi

Eskimi is a mobile social network to meet new people in Africa. Eskimi
grew from zero to 8 million in just over 18 months. Eskimi main markets are Nigeria, Ghana, also growing in other African countries.

ExpenZa

Meka

South Africa

Vanessa Clark
Sam Paapa
Opoku

Ghana

Ndjientcheu
Ngandjui Patrick

Cameroon

Perihan AbouZeid

Egypt

Vytautas
Paukštys

Nigeria

ExpenZa, the expense tracker with a difference! ExpenZa takes the
hassle out of expense tracking by automating as much of the process
as possible. This is done by intercepting the expenditure SMS message
sent by your bank and using its information to populate your expense
list. ExpenZa can also be used without a bank’s SMS service by manually adding expenses.

Wim Morris

South Africa

Meka is the industry innovator in comparison shopping, price and
product reference. Very many buyers/consumers waste a lot time moving from place to place looking for items or simply information about
different items they are interested in sometimes without luck. The
many times buyers are taken advantage of/cheated because they had
no idea what the item cost at the store next door. With Meka, consumers can quickly obtain free and unbiased information about products, services, prices, location, vendors and sellers with ease either
from their mobile phones or computers before making a purchase. For
the vendors, there is nothing better than getting information about
your items straight to the buyer or potential buyers without breaking a
sweat. Having online presence without stressing about a website and
all the related logistics. Meka platform is made up of a Website, SMS
and Smartphone apps/Mobile. There is a huge mobile audience that
the vendors now have an opportunity to reach out with ease. With
over 14 million mobile users and 4.2 million Internet users in Uganda
as of end 2011, the audience is huge!

Mugume Collins

Uganda
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Venture

Description

SkillPod Media

SkillPod Media is a South African based game solutions provider. The
business has a global reach with clients in South Africa, Netherlands, India, United Kingdom, United States of America, Luxembourg,
Belgium, Croatia, Portugal, United Arab Emirates and a number of
other regions. The primary focus of the business is the development
of various online, mobile and social games platform solutions and the
development and customization of games titles for online, Facebook,
mobile, including for: Android, Apple iOS and Symbian.

People Input

Create African Apps store targeting general public and businesses.

Framework One

“Framework One specializes in bespoke enterprise system development and business process automation using cloud based, Windows
Azure services. Rapid development is done using our own in-house
developed framework and custom built Visual Studio extensions.”

Kivuko

Tanzania Online shopping gateway, enabling vendors to sell and deliver products directly to customers throughout Tanzania.

Mlouma

Country

Mark van
Diggelen

South Africa

Serigne Barro

Senegal

Alexander
Mehlhorn

South Africa

Amiri Mziray

Tanzania

Mlouma is a web and mobile service that allows farmers and agribusiness to take best decision of purchase or sale of agricultural products
through to the market that we make them in real time. Our vision is
to be one of the first African suppliers of mobile and web dedicated to
agriculture and the rural zone. Our mission is to connect and provide
reliable agricultural information to farmers and agribusiness in real
time.

Aboubacar Sidy
Sonko

Senegal

Rasello

Rasello helps businesses manage better consumer Communications
anywhere, enabling businesses to better retain and re-engage consumers through personalized SMS communication. Businesses build
consumer data, manage multiple consumer groups, gain consumer
insights to enhance strategic direct communication. Quick product
summary
1. Businesses can send personalized SMS Communications to their
clients and other consumer groups.
2. Businesses generate larger consumer databases of public people
choosing to connect to them.
3. Businesses increase online awareness with public broadcasts which
are seen over 3,000 times daily.
4. Business can gain insights on consumer trends and other demographics.
5. People can discover and connect to businesses that keep them
updated via SMS

Natalino Mwenda

Tanzania

Balefyre

Balefyre is the sole supplier of it’s patented USSDx – USSD over IP
server and emDial application with Enriched USSD experience. The
end to end solution allows Mobile Network Operators to extend the
lifespan of their existing USSD infrastructure while providing their subscriber base a “Smart” application interface to these existing services.

Earl Joseph

South Africa

Virtual Bank

A payment service for those without credit cards, bank accounts and
those who want a cheaper alternative for remitting money.

Tawanda Kembo

Zimbabwe

Source: 2012 DEMO.
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Annex 2: Mobile Money-Transfer Tariffs, 2012 (KShs)
Sending (range)

M-Pesa

Airtel Money

YuCash

Orange Money

10 to 49

3

NA

NA

NA

50-100

5

5

0

NA

101-500

25

25

0

30

501-1,000

30

25

0

30

1,001-5,000

30

25

0

30

5,001-20,000

50

25

0

30

20,001-35,000

75

25

0

30

35,001-40,000

75

25

0

40

40,001-45,000

75

25

0

40

45,001-50,000

100

25

NA

40

50,001-70,000

100

25

NA

50

NA

NA

NA

50

70,001-100,000

Withdrawing (range)

M-Pesa

Airtel Money

YuCash

Orange Money

50-100

10

15

NA

NA

101-2,500

25

25

20

30

2,501-3,500

30

45

40

45

3,501-5,000

60

45

40

45

5,001-7,500

75

75

65

75

7,501-10,000

100

75

65

75

10,001-15,000

145

145

130

145

15,001-20,000

160

145

130

145

20,001-35,000

170

170

150

170

35,001-50,000

250

250

NA

195

50,001-70,000

300

300

NA

225

NA

NA

NA

225

70,001-100,000

Cross Networks (range)

M-Pesa

Airtel Money

YuCash

Orange Money

100-2,500

60

25

0

70

2,501-3,500

80

25

0

90

3,501-5,000

95

25

0

90

5,001-7,500

130

25

0

155

7,501-10,000

155

25

0

155

10,001-15,000

200

25

0

305

15,001-20,000

215

25

0

305

20,001-35,000

250

25

0

355

35,001-50,000

NA

NA

NA

390

50,001-70,000

NA

NA

NA

450

70,001-100,000

NA

NA

NA

450

Source: http://pesatalk.com/battle-of-the-mobile-money-transfer-service-2/
Note: NA = not available.
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Project title (companies, government data)

Company name

National Social Security Fund (NSSF) Contribution Notification to Contributor

ATIR INVESTMENTS

E-Health Cloud Personal health records (PHRs) system

BCH Logic Studios

E-Park Mobile Car Parking Solution

BITSCOPE

Auto-S Motor vehicle Search

Dataworld Technologies

Traffic Police and Inspection Mobile Phone Application

e-Motion Technology

mPermit

Fomobi Solutions

Wapi- locate the nearest hospitals

Geotech Systems

Expansion of Government IVR System Currently Running on
0900005678/8382/7282/4444 (0n the Safaricom Network)

Jibu-Tel Company

mDaktari

Kanino Global

VIOJA MAHAKAMANI KENYA

Katiba!

CDF MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE AND PORTAL

KENYA APPS NETWORK

ONLINE PAYE SUBMISSION

MANSOFT

Agro Produce Analytics

MatrixASP Kenya

KENYA PUBLIC TRANSPORT MANAGEMENT & ENFORCEMENT APPLICATION

Savvy Solutions

MAPINDUZI YA KIJANI

SOFTCOMM BUSINESS SOLUTIONS

Snap Survey Maps

Techedge

Tenders Un Government procurement portal

ZENIVEST

Incentivizing the proliferation of Maternal Health information and service offtake
amongst rural poor women in Kenya

Zoe Alexander

Project title (companies, private sector)

Company name

SMSVoices.com - Your SMS, Your Voice

Africastalking

MTAA: A Uniquely Kenyan Mobile Game Series

Afroes Company

NIPATE : A USSD AND SMS INFORMATION SERVICE FOR THE INFORMAL SECTOR

Agile Systems

- Artificial Insemination Field Force.

Agritrace Kenya

Bills Manager

Alliance Technologies Solutions

3D Driving Simulator

Alreg Scientific

Aren Software Online Payroll Processing System

Aren Software

Afriapps - Showcasing great African apps and app developers

Asilia Creative

Healthworks

Avallain Enterprises

SMS &ONLINE TRADING PLATFORM

Bei Nafuu

Cheki Kenya Car Price Guide

Cheki Kenya

3D View Property System

Conquest Capital

Knowledge Empowered Livestock Production and Trade

Crip Veterinary Services

Nairobi Now: Crowd-funding and promotion for Kenyan art

Cultural Video Foundation

'DISC' - Digital Science Cloud

Cyber School Technology Solutions

FarmSYS - Farm Operations Management & Tracking System

Cybermonk Software Development

Manze.co.ke

Esoteric Entertainment

Providing Kenyan SME with Access to Finance through a web-based global angel
investment platform

Excelsior Firm East Africa

FlashCast - Smart, Location-Aware Transit Messaging for Businesses of Every Size

FlashCast Ventures

mTracker

Fomobi Solutions

Eden 3D Academy

Funtrench
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Annex 3: 2012 Tandaa Digital Content Grant Applicants (Continued)
Project title (companies, private sector)

Company name

Parcel Dispatch Information System (PDIS)

Global Exim .

Payment Gateway Solution For Kenya

Go Trip Africa

iCow

Green Dreams TECH

OnSpot Stories - mobile audio travel guides

Gruppo Potente

Smartfarmer

Guliyo

SWARM Database

Honey Care Africa

interFREIGHT

iELECT ENGINEERING

E-Driver

Impressive Technology Solutions

NiWhen – The Kenya Scheduled Activities Portal

Inspac (EA) Technologies

PSV Tracking and Traffic Monitoring

Invigor Solutions,

Kuza Biashara

Iridium Interactive

Apply wireless GSM technology to enhance road safety for public vehicles

Ivona

Mobile directory assistance service

jambo call and information center

Taking the market to smallholder farmgate through mobile telephony in Kenya

Kenya Agricultural Commodity Exchange

50 Years of Kenya’s Independence

Kenya History and Biographies Company

Kenya Theses and Dissertations Website

Kenya Information Preservation Society. Theses and
Dissertations Sub-Committee

Kenyan Junction

Kenya Telecenter Network

Developing an ICT based tool that enables farmers to select crop seeds matched to
their agro-ecological conditions

KENYATTA UNIVERSITY

M-UKULIMA MOBILE APPLICATION

Kenyaweb.com

KERAYI RABBIT INTEGRATED SYSTEM (KRIS)

KERAYI RABBIT PROCESSING

dSchool - Kenya's digital classroom

Kids Learning Company

MAKING SMEs MORE BANKABLE THROUGH BUYER BACKED SUPPLY CHAIN FINANCEING
(BSCF) ON AN IT PLATFORM INNOVATION

KIPROD CONSULTANTS

Lipisha - Mobile Cash is Cash. Accept!

Lipisha Consortium

Online Tea and Coffee Exchange

Maigua Corporation

Bringing the Diaspora closer to home

MamaMikes

DEVELOPMENT OF A DIGITAL CONTENT PLATFORM TO DELIVER E-LEARNING SERVICES
ANYWHERE

Mank and Tank Art College

County Wiki

Media Diversity Center

Michezoafrika sports portal

MICHEZOAFRIKA

DEVELOPEMNT OF WORKFLOW COURT FILES MONITORING AND APPROVAL PROCESS
FOR THE IACIALLY FILE MOVEMENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

MICROHOUSEN TECHNOLOGIES

NATIONAL COHESION THROUGH LOCAL LANGUAGES

MIS Software Services

HESHIMA MOBI-FUNERAL APPLICATION

Mobile Soko Technologies

Eventshare

MOBISTICS

County News Mobile Application

Mobosoko technologies

M-Shop: Mobile Ticketing & Purchasing - Bringing the Market to the People and the
People to the Market

MTL Systems

Online Advertising Marketplace for Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises (MSMEs)

Mzoori

NikoHapa Mobile Customer Engagement Platform

NikoHapa Ventures

Development of Geographic Data Center & Content & Applications & Linkage to Government Open Data Portal

Oakar Services
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Project title (companies, private sector)

Company name

Telemathix

Obuntu International

Group Selling Auction System for Farmers

Pamoja Media East Africa

Development & Implementation of a local Internet payments gateway

Paysure

Uhasibu - online accounting for East Africa

Pluspeople Kenya

Propertyzote Real Estate mobile application

Propertyzote.com

f-plan

Questek

Local Languages Depository Portal

Researchers Without Borders

m:Inspekta – Mobile Product Authentication and Anti Counterfeit Solution

Right Click Solutions

OARS™ (ONLINE ADMISSIONS AND REGISTRATION SOLUTION)

Rivotek Kenya

Web based application for reading water meters

Rural Focus

Enpowering Stock Market Investments through ICT

Sharedirect

COMMS- Chama Online Management and Mobile System

Sharper Innovations .

Sponsor Kenya - An Appeals and Donations Philanthropic Platform

Shimba Technologies

Savannah App Village Mobilization

Shujaa Solutions

Mtibu Healthcare Project

Shyneflor Enterprises

Kiamaa.com - Mobilization & Localization

Simple Alliance

Interactive community-based SMS solution for health care providers

Socialcom

Interactive community-based SMS solution for health care providers

Socialcom

Improving social mobility of Kenyans through Social Media.

Space Kenya Networks

Employee Benefits' Platform

StaffPlan Benefits

MEDICAL DATABASE

STAMED PHARMACY

PSV MOBILE WORKSHEET

STARPOINT LOGISTICS

INTEGRATED WEB AND MOBILE ENABLED CONTINUING PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
PLATFORM

Synergy Informatics

Enhancing Communications effectiveness with Pregnant Women in Kenya

TECHNO BRAIN BPO ITES

Creating E-books from Unpublished Oral and Written Literature around Kenya

The CAN-DO! Company

Collepoa.com

Virtualtech Solutions

MICE Business Tourism

Websimba

Market Pool

wizGlobal Kenya

SIMIYU SAMURAI

XMEDIA

Yearbooks & photography clubs for schools
[Secondary/Colleges/Universities/Primary/Academies]

Yeeboo

pay4us

ZEGE TECHNOLOGIES

Project title (individuals, government data)

Personal name

Family name

Kenya Development Gateway

Peter

Gatiti

HIGHER LEARNING INSTITUTIONS PORTAL & COURSE QUALIFICATION COMPUTING
SYSTEM

BRIAN

ITUR

FundVijana: Online Youth Group Funding Platform

Sam

Kariu

Nairobi Polling Stations Web Mapping Tool

Michael

Kimani

The Kenya Gender Database

Betty

Maina

Missing Persons

Thomas

Nyongesa

Jedwali la Mkulima (JMkulima)

Adam

Olalo

web based school reporting system

Jackson

Ondala

Car Theory for driving schools

Eric

Shikuku
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Project title (individuals, private sector)

Personal name

Family name

One-stop-shop for E-Commerce shopping-cart and E-catalogue software project

Mahmoud

AbdulRahman

Online Horticulture Mobile and Web Platform

Noah

Amolo

Kenyan Sign Language Dictionary Online

Hudson

Asiema

Mtaafiti

James

Chelogoi

Whatshappening

Wilson

Gathoni

BAGplaces

Oliver

Githire

County Government Electronic Procurement Management System (E-Procurement)

DAVID

GITONGA

Maternal Healthcare Education Through Sms and IVR Services

MONICAH

KAMAU

+254SportsLite

Alex

Kanyatieno

The Kenya Game Developers Initiative

Brian

Kinyua

WAPI DISCOUNT

SHADRACK

KIOKO

CROSSOPEN Social Media

Eric

Kotonya

Wakili Mobi

Andrew

Kuria

Kwa Mtandao

Johnson

Kyalo

Agricultural Management ERP

Norman

Maina

Nyama Choma Safaris- A localized tour guide of Kenya

Priscilla

Maingi

YIPE Lite! - Bringing business information to the fingertips of Youth Entrepreneurs

Fiona

Mati

'Unlocking the Potential in Informal and Small businesses'

Christine

Mbithi

The 'Security Master'

ROBERT

MBURU

Free Website and E-commerce Platform for Small Businesses

JOHN

MUCHIRI

M-student

Stephen

Mugo

HHD Media

Allan

Mukhwana

WAN-01 Evolution

Michael

Mulela

Online Errand and Concierge Service

Alphayo

Munala

SOLUTION TO HELP LOCAL HOTELS SELL DISTRESSED INVENTORY
(UNOCCUPIED ROOMS)

BONIFACE

MURIGU

Simplified Web-Based Accounting System

Eric

Mutuku

Mobi World

Paul

Mwandoe

Tastebuds Kenya

Harun

Mwangi

Jibu APP

Alfred

Mwendwa

INTERACTIVE TOURISM PORTAL FOR THE NEW THE EAST AFRICA

Alex

Nderitu

The Tengeza platform - Formalizing the informal sector through ICT

Eric

Ngei

http://obituarieskenya.com/

Joseph

Ngugi

Let's talk about Child Sexual Abuse: What Every Girl and Boy Should Know:
A life skills guide for parents and children

CECILIA

NJOROGE

Nimbus Systems

Mohamed

Omar

JuaKali

Judith

Owigar

Health Effects - HFX

Fabian

Owuor

Digital Content Distribution

Peter

Shitote

Ad za Simu

Kevin

Teddy
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Project title (matching grant, companies, government data)

Company name

E-Kipande

CompuLynx

Enhance government service delivery via cloud computing

Kingsway Business Systems

CEROK (Certificate OK)

KSPS – Inoorero University Trust

Produce Collection Automation

Rockey Africa

Project title (matching grant, companies, private sector)

Company name

A1 Application Central

Alliance Technologies

A virtual online and mobile-based real estate brokerage to address the housing shortage in Kenya

Housing Finance Company of Kenya

Beyond News

Nation Media Group

Virtual City Research

Virtual City

Source: https://sites.google.com/a/ict.go.ke/tandaa/grants-round01/grantees-round-02/shortlist-grant
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